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Abstract of the Dissertation

Approaches to studying collective migration, diffusion and integrated organ-on-a-chip technologies

by

Han Liang Lim

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioengineering

University of California, San Diego, 2017

Professor Shyny Varghese, Chair

Cancer ranks amongst the most lethal diseases worldwide, partly due to there being more than 120 different types of cancer, each one different from the other (1). Even for
cancers from the same organ, different mutations in different cells within the same tissue can give rise to different types of cancer, which may require completely different treatments (1). Due to advancements in medical and pharmacological sciences, different drug regimens for different types of cancer exist, which has contributed to improving the survival rates for many cancer patients (2). However, due to inherent patient-to-patient differences in genetic and epigenetic makeup, not every patient responds in the same manner to the same treatment (3). To this end, to provide a more comprehensive treatment for cancer patients, scientists and doctors are suggesting personalized medicine as the new paradigm in cancer treatments to tailor drug regimens for each patient (3, 4). To realize this, drug testing platforms with cells derived from the patient should be used to obtain information about the specific patient’s sensitivity to different drugs. Here we demonstrate a proof-of-concept ‘you-on-a-chip’ integrated device that utilizes organ-on-a-chip systems to recapitulate the patient’s own physiological state outside of the human body. The organ-on-a-chip devices used here will consist of a ‘cancer-on-a-chip’ device containing the patient’s own cancer cells, integrated with the ‘liver-on-a-chip’, ‘heart-on-a-chip’ and ‘muscle-on-a-chip’ devices. Each chip will contain micro-tissues derived from the same patient’s own induced pluripotent cells. Here in this dissertation, I detail studies leading up to the development of this integrated organ-on-a-chip system, which we propose can be used as a personalized drug testing platform to tailor patients’ treatments. Furthermore, such devices can also be used as a drug testing platform by pharmaceutical companies to elucidate the most efficacious drug from thousands of drug candidates.

Chapter 1 is a literature review focusing on collective migration, diffusion and organ-on-a-chip technology. The first segment focuses on the mechanical regulation of
Collective migration, from the development of tools that allow us to elucidate these mechanical forces to the modern understanding of the different biological mechanism at play during collective migration. In the second segment, I cover studies that have examined diffusion of matter into cancer in many in vivo and in vitro platforms. Results from these studies show that there are multiple biological and physical barriers that can passively inhibit the diffusion of small molecules into tissue and into cancer cells. Lastly, in the final segment, I cover developments in the organ-on-a-chip field, such as the design and development of many different types of organ-on-a-chip platforms, as well as key studies that demonstrate integration of different organ-on-a-chips.

Collective migration is a key biological process that is involved in wound healing, morphogenesis, and cancer metastasis. In Chapter 2, using a protein-patterned platform, my colleagues and I study the mechanical interactions between two attached cells undergoing collective migration. Our results show that the role of the leading cell alternates between the two cells, as the pair migrates along the direction of the leading cell. We have also observed cooperativity between two cells in which the trailing cell mechanically softens itself to allow the leading cell to pull it along. Together, our observations show the two cells engaging in a mechanical “tug-of-war” where the trailing cell actively adjusts its own mechanical malleability to facilitate subtle movements of the cell pair.

Diffusion plays a key role in the transport of molecular agents into non-vascularized tumors. Past methods studying this have generalized the diffusivity within tumors by assuming its constant spatially in the tumor. However, recent studies have shown that microenvironmental factors, such as extracellular matrix rigidity, can play a role in affecting growth and packing within tumors, which we hypothesize can affect the spatial
variation of diffusivity in the tumor. In chapter 3, I utilized a cancer-on-a-chip device as a platform to quantify the spatial variations in the diffusivity of a spheroid encapsulated within gelatin methacrylate hydrogels of different rigidities. Our results show that substrates of different rigidities can impact the diffusion of small molecules in the deepest regions of cancer spheroids, which may affect the efficacy of drugs administered.

Chapter 4 describes integrating the simplified cancer-on-a-chip device into an integrated system comprising cancerous, muscle, heart and liver tissues. Such platforms can be used to understand tissue-tissue or even organ-organ cross talk. They can also be used measure off-target side effects of anti-cancer agents on humans, thereby allowing us to bypass animal models to obtain more clinically relevant drug efficacy results. Here we show that we can build different organs in different devices, and then integrate them in a modular manner while sustaining viability in them for short periods of time. Our results also demonstrate the continual functionality of these organs through this time.
Chapter 1: Past studies in collective migration, diffusion and organ-on-a-chip microphysiological platforms

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter, I will address several topics that have been of interest to the scientific community over the past decade. They are: the collective migration of cells, diffusion of small molecules through cells and tissue, and organ-on-a-chip microphysiological platforms that can be used to study organ-organ crosstalk and interactions.

Firstly, the collective migration of cells plays a key role in important biological processes such as morphogenesis, wound healing, angiogenesis, and in disease progression such as cancer metastasis (5, 6). During collective migration, groups of cells would migrate together in a coordinated and efficient manner in order to achieve certain biological objectives (7). Studies have suggested that this coordination is a result of a combination of biochemical and mechanical signaling amongst the cells in the group (5, 7-9). However, this interplay between biochemical aspect of collective migration (10-12), and the mechanical signaling component (13, 14) is still poorly understood. In the next subsection, I will lay out studies that looked into this interplay between the mechanical and biochemical regulation of collective migration.

Next, I will address the current understanding of diffusion in the context of mass transfer into tumors or neoplastic tissues. Tumors are known for their ability to continue growing at sites away from blood vessels, which leads to the difficulty of trying to eradicate cancer with drugs that are delivered via the circulatory system. In many cases drugs enter
a tumor via diffusion, which is a slow process that can lead to prolonged exposure of a sub-lethal dose of the drug (15-18). Cancer cells that survive this can gain adaptive resistance to the drug, thereby making them even hard to kill (19-21). To better treat cancer, good models should be to assess the diffusivity of different drugs, to ensure the complete eradication of the tumor. Here in the next subsection, I will describe several key platforms that have been develop to study this drug penetration.

Lastly, emerging studies have shown that micro-physiological organ-on-a-chip systems have the potential to recapitulate organ-level functions in vitro (22-24). Here in this section I will go on to describe some landmark studies that have defined each of their respective organs, before addressing studies that integrated multiple organ-on-a-chip devices them into a whole device that demonstrates the capability for organ-organ crosstalk (25-28). As we increase the number of different organ types, such integrated devices will allow us to recreate whole human physiologies in vitro, which will have immense impact on both the medical and pharmaceutical industry.

1.2. Mechanical regulations of collective migration

Collective migration is the main mode of cellular migration in wound healing, cancer metastasis and morphogenesis(5, 6). Over the past two decades, it has attracted considerable attention from the scientific community, to try to understand the complex yet coordinated nature of the process (29-31). Understanding this will help further the understand of the processes that utilize collectively migrating cells, which may help us with wound healing or stopping cancer metastasis.
For collective migration to take place, cells come in contact with each other, allowing cell surface proteins such as cadherins on both cells’ surfaces to come into contact and form cell-cell junctions that anchors the cells to each other (32, 33). Once joined, individual cells cannot pull apart from each other, and the cells that are attached to each other this way cannot migrate without dragging other cells that its attached to with it (Fig. 1.1) (7, 34).

Prior to forming multi-cellular collectives, integrin proteins on individual cells’ surfaces bind to extracellular matrix proteins on the extracellular side (35), and is connected to cellular cytoskeleton through focal adhesions on the cytosolic side (36). Myosin motor proteins pull on the cytoskeletal actin, which transduces forces through the cytoskeleton across integrin proteins to the attached substrate, which allows cells to attach themselves to the environment (36). This force, known as the traction force, has been shown to play key roles in affecting cellular behavior, such as single cell migration, proliferation and differentiation of stem cells (37-40).

Conversely, after forming multi-cellular collectives, cells attached to other cells lose their ability to bind to their surrounding substrate, thereby losing traction against their surroundings (35, 41). This has become one of the identifying hallmarks of collective migration – a localized loss of traction at cell-cell junctions (Fig. 1.2) (35, 42). Formation of these cell-cell junctions in the cells behind the leading cells also prevents the trailing cells from becoming leading cells themselves (43-46). Biochemically, leading cells contain activated rac protein(47, 48), which facilitates the formation of lamellipodia at the leading edge via increased expression of actin branching protein arp2/3 (49, 50). However, formation of cell-cell junctions inactivates the expression of rac protein in the trailing cells,
rendering them unable to form additional lamellipodia (43, 45, 46). As a result, the motility of cell trailing is now reliant on their anchorage to their surrounding cells, against which they can exert pushing or pulling forces (13). Many in vitro models have thus been developed to quantify these push/pull forces and how they can constitute mechanical signaling between cells.

1.2.1. In vitro models and tools for determining intercellular stress in cellular collectives

To calculate the mechanical forces that exist for a group of attached cells, first, the traction forces that is exerted by the cellular collective on the underlying substrate must be determined (51, 52). Cell culture platforms, such as hydrogels and silicone substrates or silicone nanopillars on which cells can be grown, have been often used to obtain this traction force (52-54). In the case of hydrogels or silicone substrates, fluorescent nanoparticles are embedded within them from the gel synthesis step, and cells are grown on these substrates (54, 55). As the cells migrate, and the amount of strain in the hydrogel because of cellular traction forces can be obtained by tracking, using fluorescent microscopy, the small displacements of the embedded fluorescent nanoparticles. The traction forces can be obtained from these displacements by solving a system of linear elastostatic equations. Next, using this traction force as a computational input, the intercellular forces are then solved using different computational tools such as finite element analysis (52, 55).

Many of these studies have explored the implications of the phenotypic changes as cells start migrating in collectives. For example, the loss of substrate adhesion translates
into a general loss of traction stress and is reported in studies by Trepat and colleagues, Gardel and colleagues and Chien and colleagues (35, 54, 56). Studies have even shown that the cell-cell adhesion is strong enough for the leading cells to create epithelial bridges to move large cell sheets with only a small track of substrate for it to adhere itself to (56).

Others have used synthetic biological tools to modify proteins into molecular stress sensors within the cell. In a proof-of-concept study of one such tool, Schwartz and colleagues have engineered a fluorescent resonance energy transfer (FRET) system that can act as a tension sensor consisting of two fluorophores, the cyan mTFP1 and the yellow venus (A206K) separated by an elastic linker (amino acid sequence (GPGGA)$_8$) (57). As the cell cytoskeleton pulls on the vinculin, the elastic linker is stretched, which brings the yellow venus fluorophore away from its quencher mTFP1, such as excitation of the venus fluorophore would lead to zero excitation in mTFP1. However, as the cytoskeleton undergoes relaxation, the two fluorophores will be pulled closer together by the elastic linker, and excitation of the yellow venus fluorophore will yield a signal from the cyan mTFP1. The group then proceeded to calibrate this molecular biosensor, giving it sensitivity in the pN range. As vinculin is involved in mechanotransduction between cells, we will be able to measure the tension between cells using one such device.

Used together, these tools have been used broadly to obtain dynamic intercellular stress profiles, and when combined with modern biomolecular tools, grant us to insights into how cellular mechanics can lead to phenotypical changes in cells that facilitate collective migration.
1.2.2. Intercellular stress facilitates leading cell migration

As many studies have demonstrated the loss of traction forces in trailing cells in the cellular collective, scientists initially believed that the leading cells at the edges of these cellular collectives are solely responsible for dragging the passively-attached trailing cells along in the direction of migration. However, as more results show that this collective migration is a more efficient process compared to the independent migration of each individual cell (7, 58), it was suggested that the trailing cells may play more than a passive role in the migratory process.

One mechanical manifestation in which trailing cells play an active role in collective migration is by propagating mechanical waves within the migratory sheet (13, 52). For a migrating sheet expanding against free space on both sides, it was observed that cells in the middle undergo periodic oscillatory strains that propagate from the middle out in periodic intervals. This suggests that the cells not located at the leading front are capable generating force by themselves to grant them motility (13). Further experiments performed on a migrating sheet of epithelial cells in vitro reveal an interplay between the protein, RhoA, an upstream regulator of myosin activity, and mechanical forces in the trailing cells (14, 53). Specifically, a linear correlation was observed between RhoA activity and stresses exerted by the cells. It was observed that RhoA activity increases not only at the leading front, where the leader cells are forming lamellipodia, but also at cell-cell junctions, showing that RhoA-related contractility is responsible for the mechanical forces that exist between cells. This strongly implies that adjacent cells have the propensity to pull on the trailing cells leading up to collective migration.
1.2.3. Cellular density and contact inhibition of locomotion in collective cell migration

Emerging studies have also shown that cellular density within a cell sheet also plays a big role in the regulation of collective migration via contact inhibition of locomotion (58-60). As single migratory cells come into contact with each other, further protrusion along the direction of contact is inhibited, thereby facilitating protrusions in other directions, allowing the cell to change its course of movement in the phenomenon known as contact inhibition of locomotion (Fig. 1.3) (7). However, within a cellular sheet, where cells are constantly attached to each other on all sides, cells can become jammed as they continue to proliferate (52). This jamming induces contact inhibition of locomotion amongst the cells, which drives the leading cells to extend outwards faster, resulting in accelerated collective migration (9). The molecular mechanism behind this are the combinatory activation of rhoA at the site of cell-cell contact, which leads to contractility away from each other, and the activation of rac1 and CDC42 at sites other than the site of cell-cell contact, which leads to lamellipodia formation away from the cell-cell contact.

Furthermore, the activation of rhoA within the cellular sheet has been shown to increase the tension amongst the cells in many simulations. This tension has functions as a glue that keeps cells adhered to each other, which continues to positively feedback into the cell jamming and continue signaling for contact inhibition of locomotion.

1.2.4. Conclusion

Collective migration of cells is essential for many biological processes from wound healing to cancer metastasis. Understanding this complex process in detail will no doubt
help the medical and scientific community treat major wounds or prevent the spread of cancer. In fact, rhoA inhibitors are currently in clinical trials, having demonstrated the ability to prevent cancer proliferation and curb its metastasis in animals. While many discoveries have been made that reconcile our understanding of biomechanics with actual biological phenomena, are still many questions yet to be answered with regards to the mechanical regulations of collective migration. This is made evident in the studies showing the complex and dynamic nature of stresses exerted during collective migration, suggesting that there regulatory mechanisms that are oscillatory in nature that we are yet to be aware of. Furthermore, there is still more questions about the interplay between the leader cells and trailing cells that goes beyond differential regulation in rho and rac. In fact, the influence of contact inhibition of locomotion between the trailing cells and the leading cells seem to suggest that the migratory behavior of the leader cells is a result of signaling amongst the trailing cells themselves. Deciphering this crosstalk will reveal novel ways in which cells are communicating, which will help us find new ways to promote or prohibit the collective migration of cells.

1.3. Study of diffusion into cancer

Cancer cells have the ability grow and form tumors in places that is distant from the systemic circulation, where the transport of nutrients and oxygen into the tumor is primarily dependent on diffusion (61-64). In general, diffusion is considered a highly inefficient way of mass transfer, which points to the ability of cancer cells to survive in hypoxic and glucose deficient conditions (16, 65). This also makes tumors difficult to treat as many anti-cancer agents cannot reach the tumor via the circulatory system at sufficiently
high quantities (21, 61, 62, 66). Emerging studies now show that cancer cells may also express efflux transporters that target these molecules, to allow them actively secrete cytoplasmic anti-cancer agents back into the surroundings, minimizing intracellular damage (67-69). Taken together, this leads to sub-lethal concentrations that ultimately fail to kill the cancer cells entirely. After prolonged exposure to these lowered concentrations, surviving cancer cells gain adaptive immunity to the same drug, rendering further administration of the drug ineffective (19, 20, 70). The patient then must be treated with the next line of cancer drug, which leads to a cycle where patients are given different regiments until either one of them works, or the cancer, which was previously under growth arrest, continues to grow and eventually kill the patient. It is therefore an important consideration during the drug discovery phase to understand the diffusive properties of the drug through tissue, to grant it better accessibility, and therefore higher efficacy. To this end, a multitude of in vitro and in vivo platforms have been developed to better study the ability of drugs to penetrate into cancer tissue.

1.3.1. in vitro platforms for studying drug penetration into tumors

In vitro platforms play a big role in the drug discovery process, as the first of many screening steps. For anti-cancer therapeutics, multi-cellular models are often used to model solid tumors in the body (65, 71, 72). Today, the most often used tumor model is the 3-D cancer spheroid, which can be formed from a variety of methods (73, 74). Studies using these have shown that the effective drug concentration of anti-cancer drugs like paclitaxel and cisplatin in spheroids is 100-fold higher than if they were cultured in monolayers. Similar findings were reported for antibodies, siRNA and immunotoxins (75-80). Also,
Drug penetration into these spheroids can be measured using the auto-fluorescence of drugs such as doxorubicin (21, 66, 81). However, the integrity of these spheroids often depends on the cancer cells that are used to generate them. Studies have shown that expression of cell-cell adhesion protein, epithelial cadherin, is vital to the maintenance of the structural integrity of the spheroid. As many cancers express this protein in different quantities, not all cancer cells can be used to form spheroids.

Another in vitro platform that is often used to model cancer are multicellular cultures within microfluidic devices (26, 82, 83). By creating pillars that are close together, a sieve can be constructed vertically that prevents cells from passing through them. This allows the fluidics device to trap and pack cells in controlled regions of the microfluidics chip. Media containing drugs can then be flowed tangential to the cell culture, allowing the drugs to diffuse into 3D packed cell culture, which can then be imaged on a microscope to determine the extent of penetration. One advantage of such systems lies in the ability to very precisely control the fluid flowing into the chip, which would allow us to alter the composition of the media temporally to mimic conditions in the body.

Multi-cellular layers are also commonly used to model in vivo cancers. These layers are formed as cells are plated onto a semipermeable membrane mounted onto a tray and grown in a bioreactor (Fig. 1.4a,b) (80). As the cancer cells grow on top of each other, a multi-layer tissue is formed, on which cancer drugs can be tested. Media containing drugs can be put on top of the multi-cellular layer, drugs will diffuse through the layer. These systems, however, cannot be imaged spontaneously in real time, and have to be removed and sectioned in order to examine the extent of drug penetration into this tissue. Tannock and colleagues have used the cell lines, HCT-8Ea, HCT-8E11, HCT-8Ra and HCT-81R1
cells to form these layers (61). Amongst these cell lines, the HCT-8Ra and HCT81R1 cell lines are capable of secreting extracellular matrix into its environment, making it their multi-cellular layers a relatively loosely packed tissue. On the other hand, the HCT-8Ea and HCT-8E11 cell lines do not secrete any extracellular matrix, resulting in a tightly packed tissue. When doxorubicin is allowed to diffuse through these tissues, results show that tightly packed tissues actually prevent the drug from penetrating into the tissue itself (Fig. 1.4c). It is suggested that this resistance to penetration is a result of the cells forming cell-cell junctions via epithelial cadherin coupling, thereby preventing doxorubicin from easily moving through the interstitial space. It is further suggested that tumors formed from cancer cells that do not form these cell-cell junctions are then more susceptible to drug penetration within them.

1.3.2. in vivo platforms for quantifying diffusivity

Despite the similarities that in vitro platforms share with in vivo tumors, there are still many places where in vitro platforms fall short. One such example is the vasculature that forms around the cancer is absent in many in vitro platforms. As such, in vivo animal models have also been devised to allow for the study of drug penetration into the tumor. However, once the tumor is implanted into the animal, there are few imaging methods that will allow for continual real-time monitoring of drug penetration (84, 85).

One such method is fasten a piece of glass onto the back of the animal, forming a window chamber. These chambers are often used to study angiogenesis, as the formation of blood vessels can be seen through a conventional microscope. Cancer cells, or tumor tissue can be placed or plated on the glass before it is fastened to the back of the animal,
allowing the cancer to anastomize with the animal. Anti-cancer agents introduced into the systemic circulation of the animal can then be studied as they diffuse through the cancer tissue. In a demonstration by Nugent et al. (86), a time lapse video was obtained, allowing them to estimate the diffusion of the fluorescent molecule, dextran-fluorescein thiocyanate, of different molecular weights into a slurry of cancer plated on the glass window. Results here showed that dextran in neoplastic tissue have a diffusion coefficient much closer to that of an aqueous solution in comparison to normal tissue. The authors hypothesized that this could be due to the leaky blood vessels that are attracted to the cancer that causes the interstitium to contain more fluid compared to the normal tissue.

Recently, intravital imaging has also been used to study the penetration of fluorescent molecules deeper within the tissue (87, 88). This method has become a more suitable method to study fluorescence in animals due to its low invasiveness, allowing scientists to preserve the uninjured state of the tumor. It uses low energy infrared radiation that is more penetrating compared to radiation in the visible spectrum. Studies have shown that fluorescence as deep as several mm within animal tissue can be imaged. This has been used in conjunction with xenografts of cancers and fluorescent biomarkers or auto-fluorescent chemotherapeutic agents to study penetration of molecules into tumors.

1.3.3. Conclusion

Diffusivity of drugs into solid tumors remain a key factor in determining the efficacy of the drug. Methods to improve the rate of diffusion of anti-cancer drugs have garnered much attention over the past two decades. Better drug delivery methods have been devised, from the use of lysosomal delivery vehicles, to porous nanoparticles. These
generally improve the rate of diffusion by tackling two key factors: (1) increase affinity of
the solute for cancer microenvironment (solvent) and (2) increase the concentration
gradient across the tumor (17). However, despite the emergence of these methods, there
are still a lack of application of these models in drug discovery.

1.4. Organ-on-a-chip systems

Over the past decade, organ-on-a-chip microphysiological systems have garnered
much attention for their ability to recreate the higher level functions of tissues and organs
outside of the human body (22, 89-91). Such devices will eventually be able to serve as a
testing platform for drug discovery and development, replacing animal models as they are
more predictive of how humans will respond to compounds, are less labor intensive and
can potentially bring about faster results, thereby reducing the time it takes for drugs to
make it to market (23, 25, 28, 90). To date, many different organ-on-a-chip systems have
been developed for different organs, from some of the main organs such as the lung, liver,
heart to more peripheral organs such as the placenta (22, 24, 92). In the fabrication of these
devices, some groups have incorporated cells differentiated from induced pluripotent stem
cells, which contain the genomic data of the donor (92, 93). Studies have shown that cells
obtained from patients suffering from genetic disorders continue to exhibit these traits in
the cells in the chip, allowing scientists to build disease models to better understand how
such diseases develop, and how they can be treated.

However, despite the rise in attention and expertise that has developed in the field,
there are only a handful of studies that have attempted to combine multiple organ-on-a-
chip systems into a wholly integrated system that can not only recapitulate organ-organ
cross talk but also recreate the whole human physiologies outside of the human body. Here in this subchapter, I will highlight some landmark studies that contributed to the development of organ-on-a-chip systems, as well as a few other integrated multiple organ devices that have been developed so far.

1.4.1. Lung-on-a-chip system

As an organ, the lung is composed of many small alveolar sacs that allow oxygen to passively diffuse from the atmosphere into the blood and carbon dioxide to diffuse from the blood into the atmosphere. Cellularity, it is composed of lung epithelial cells attached to the inner wall of the alveolar sacs and endothelial cells attached to the outer wall of the alveolar sac. These cells are separated by a thin basement membrane that constitutes the acellular component of the alveolar wall. As the diaphragm at the base of the lung contracts, negative pressure in the thoracic cavity pulls on the lung, leading to expansion of these alveolar sacs, and therefore the stretching of the cells. There have been several lung-on-a-chip devices created, all of varying complexities. Some of the more well established ones will be covered here.

In one pioneering experiment, Huh et al had created a bilayer microfluidic device capable of reconstituting organ-level function (22). In this device, the authors had created a silicone substrate with a cuboidal chamber divided horizontally by a porous silicone membrane into a top chamber and a bottom chamber. The top layer of the porous membrane was seeded with epithelial cells and the bottom layer was seeded with endothelial cells. Air was passed through the space above the epithelial cells while media containing nutrients was flowed through the space under the endothelial cells, much like in the lung.
Furthermore, isolated air channels were fabricated parallel to this chamber, to which a pneumatic pump was attached to that regulated the air pressure within. Specifically, when air was pumped out of these channels, the negative pressure in them would lead to stretching in the silicone membrane that transduced a strain to the cells attached on it (Fig. 1.6). To recreate physiological conditions, this stretch was optimized to exert an oscillatory strain of 10% at a rate of 0.2Hz to the membrane much like in the human body. Results from this experiment also showed the important role of this oscillatory stretch on cellular behavior. In the absence of the oscillatory stretch, the proinflammatory responses of the epithelial cells to silica nano particles were attenuated. The authors went onto see if they could induce an immune response in the system by first injecting bacteria into the epithelial chamber. Immune cells were flowed in together with the media in the underlying chamber. Results showed that in the presence of bacteria, the immune cells were able to attach to the underlying endothelial layer transmigrate across it and cross the porous membrane to the epithelial layer to combat the bacteria. In a follow up study, Huh et al. continued to demonstrate the propensity of this device to model diseases by creating a pulmonary edema model on this chip (94).

Since this invention, others have taken this proof-of-concept further. In a study by Stucki et al., the lung on a chip system was scaled up into an array that would be more applicable as a drug testing platform (95) (ref). Others have created new disease models via protein-induced inflammation within other similarly designed lung-on-a-chip devices (96) (ref).
1.4.2. Heart-on-a-chip systems

The heart is the workhorse of the systemic circulation, and through rapid and periodic contractions, it is able to pump the blood from its cavities to the rest of the body. One of the difficulties encountered when trying to design heart-on-a-chip systems is the lack of spontaneously beating human cell sources; there are still no methods that can be employed to make an adult cardiomyocyte beat spontaneously. As such, researchers often have to rely on neonatal mice cardiomyocytes or human iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes, both of which have been demonstrated to beat spontaneously but are difficult to obtain, for a cell source to conduct their studies. As such, there are still few published designs for modern heart-on-a-chip systems, some of which will be covered in detail here.

In a study by Grosberg et al., neonatal rat cardiomyocytes were infused into a device containing thin long flaps of silicone (97). These cardiomyocytes self-assembled into a sheet parallel to the flaps, forming cell-cell junctions that allow for membrane potentials to be transduced across them. This is important as these membrane potentials can be transferred across cells in the sheet, allowing them to beat in synchrony. The forces exerted by these cardiac flaps can be characterized by studying the deflection in the flap by assuming cantilever mechanics (Fig. 1.7). Agarwal et al. has continued the study of these heart-on-a-chip device by testing the effect of molecules such as isoproterenol on the contractility of the cardiac flaps (98). Recently, a study conducted by Wang et al. demonstrated in the proof-of-concept study that the mitochondrial cardiomyopathy of Barth syndrome can be recapitulated in the heart-on-a-chip device using induce pluripotent stem cells (93).
More recently, studies are trying to move away from these monolayer cultures to build multi-layer tissues. One study by Healy and colleagues (99) used a chamber that is surrounded on all sides by channels that are too narrow for cells to penetrate, creating a cellular sieve within a microfluidic device. As cells are injected into this chamber, the media carrying them leaves the chamber through these sieves, filtering the cardiomyocytes within the chamber, which over time packs and self-organizes into a tissue. Fresh media is fed through the channels beyond the sieve, and the nutrients enter the diffuse by passive diffusion. This system was then tested against four different molecules, isoproterenol, verapamil, metoprolol and E4031, with the results showing consistency with human adult heart tissue.

Another approach by Aung et al was designed to measure the stresses generated by a 3D heart-on-a-chip tissue (100). This heart-on-a-chip device was made by resuspending neonatal mice cardiomyocytes in photopolymerizable hydrogel precursor solution made from gelatin. A photomask was used to filter light in specific geometries to create hydrogels of different shapes that encapsulated the cells inside. In doing so, the hydrogel substrate was then sandwiched in between thin layers of fluorescent-bead embedded polyacrylamide hydrogels substrates. Upon maturity, the spontaneous beating of the neonatal mice cardiomyocytes tugged at the underlying substrate, causing a deflection in the embedded fluorescent beads. This then allowed for the determination of the stresses exerted by the cardiomyocytes on its surrounding substrate using the principles of traction force microscopy.
1.4.3. Liver-on-a-chip systems

The liver is one of the largest organs in the body, and plays diverse metabolic roles crucial to homeostasis and survival. A non-exhaustive list includes the production of serum albumin to maintain the osmolarity of blood plasma, secretion of factors used in the blood clotting cascade to allow for recovery from injury, to metabolism of drugs and toxins in blood to prepare them for excretion from the body (101-103). Due to this, good in vitro liver models are highly sought after in the pharmaceutical industry for the study of the metabolism of many of its compounds. However, many conventional models have been utilized in limited applications due to their many drawbacks: Explant cultures can only be kept viable for short periods of time, while human hepatocytes are rare, expensive and cannot be expanded in vitro (101, 102). Liver-on-a-chip models that seek to miniaturize cultures in highly controlled environments have the potential to overcome these drawbacks. Additionally, advancements in biofabrication have made it possible to recapitulate the complex microenvironments that physically and biologically resemble human liver tissue (104, 105). Recent experiments have not only demonstrated long term viability of these platforms, but also, through the incorporation of the various cell types that are found natively in the liver, demonstrated their ability to simulate in vivo liver physiology and recapitulate many of the liver’s functions (106, 107). Due to its relative importance amongst the organs, there have been quite a handful of groups that have worked on establishing their liver-on-a-chip model. Several of them are described in brief here.

Studies by Dash et al. have even shown the importance of flow in these devices, wherein hepatocytes kept in continuous flow systems exhibit an enhanced capacity to
metabolize substrates for several cytochrome P450 enzymes and the ability to transport the metabolites into the bile canaliculi (108).

In another instance, Lee et al. has tapped the potential of micro-biofabrication to create artificial liver sinusoids with a microfluidic endothelial barrier, and discovered that through cellular self-assembly, the micro tissue grown in the chip possesses mass transport properties similar to the acinus structure in the liver (109).

However, one of the biggest problems lie in the lack of suitable cell sources for hepatocytes for use in these devices. To this end, Bhatia and colleagues have devised a protocol to differentiate iPSC-derived spheroids into hepatocytes, and incorporate those into a microfluidic device (Fig. 1.8) (92). This continuing improvement in microfabrication technology, derivation protocols from stem cell based sources and understanding on a fundamental level of how cell-cell communication can promote overall functionality of the tissue assembled will lead to the generation of reliable liver-on-a-chip platforms for use in various drug testing applications.

1.4.4. Gut-on-a-chip systems

The gastrointestinal tract serves the important role of separating food that we consume and our body’s circulatory system, carefully gating the molecules that are allowed to pass while rejecting those that are not. While there is only one type of epithelial cell that lines the insides of our intestines, they are differentiated into specialized cells with different functions, such as a proliferative basal layer of cells, mucus secreting cells, absorptive and endocrine functions. The one function of these cells combined regulate the transport of essential nutrients into our body while rejecting those that can be harmful. This is done via
the expression of influx and efflux channels on their cell surfaces allows molecules to be transported through the cells themselves. Once these compounds permeate through the epithelial layer, they can then diffuse into blood vessels through another endothelial layer, and into the systemic circulation. There have been a several studies that have designed a gut-on-a-chip system, and they are covered in depth here.

In one gut-on-a-chip developed by Kim et al, a design similar to their previous lung-on-a-chip system was used, where a two-chamber system was fabricated and separated horizontally by a porous silicone membrane (110). A human epithelial cell line, Caco-2, was used to line the top surface of the membrane and media is passed through both sides, the fluid in the epithelial layer chamber simulates nutrients from food ingested, while the fluid in the bottom simulates the blood. Upon application of both the mechanical stretch and the fluid flow, it was observed that the Caco-2 cells began expressing 4 different phenotypes found in the gut: absorptive, mucus-secretory, enteroendocrine and Paneth. They also began to form 3-D structures that resemble the basal proliferative crypt and the protrusive microvilli (Fig. 1.9) (110). On top of that, a further study demonstrated their capability to maintain the viability of intestinal microbe (Lactobacilius rhamnosus GG) without negatively affecting the epithelial cells. It was also observed that the barrier function of the epithelial layer improved with the bacteria growing with the epithelial cells. Such results have never been observed amongst other in vitro gut-models, suggesting the importance of mechanical signaling (from both the periodic stretching of the membrane and the shear stress provided by the tangential flow) on differentiation of epithelial cell types.
In another study by Esch et al., the barrier function of a gut-on-a-chip was explored using a Caco-2 cell sheet (111). Nanoparticles suspended in media were flowed across the gut-on-a-chip platform and allowed to penetrate the monolayer. Results from this experiment showed that only 9.5% of all the nanoparticles were able to penetrate this Caco-2 layer, and was upon reaching other organ-on-a-chip systems integrated with the basal fluid flow through of the Caco-2 cells, was able to demonstrate toxicity in the liver-on-a-chip platform. Specifically, HepG2 cells in the liver-on-a-chip compartment of the device released aspartate amino transferase (AST) upon exposure to the nanoparticles, indicating liver cell injury.

1.4.5. Kidney-on-a-chip systems

Another organ-on-a-chip system that has garnered much attention for potential applications in the pharmaceutical industry is the kidney-on-a-chip system (112). One of the main functions of the kidney in vivo is to filter out undesirable compounds from blood. In the body, blood enters the kidney where unwanted compounds in blood can be actively or passively removed from blood plasma and into urine, which is then stored until it can be removed from the body. These compounds have to permeate the endothelial cell wall lining the capillaries, as well as the epithelial lining in the tubules of the nephron. There have been a handful of designs for the kidney-on-a-chip system. Some studies that have been key milestones to this development is highlighted here (113).

In one study, Jang et al fabricated a PDMS device consisting of a cuboidal top and bottom chamber separated horizontally by a porous membrane (23). By utilizing human primary kidney cells plated above the membrane, the separation between the epithelial
lining and the interstitial space is then established. This became a model against which the authors tested the chemotherapy drug, cisplatin on. Results from the experiment demonstrated that the flow above the epithelial layer was able to “rescue” more of the epithelial cells in comparison to the static culture. The authors hypothesized that this could be due to the shear flow contributing to inhibition of apoptosis amongst the epithelial cells.

In another study, Mu et al created 3D tubular networks from kidney epithelial cells amid endothelial vessels by culturing them in sodium alginate, thereby recapitulating the nephron tubes and accompanying blood vessels (114). However, despite the formation of physiologically similar structures, many of the tubules are yet to function.

1.4.6. Integrated multiple organ-on-a-chip systems

The integration of multiple organ-on-a-chip systems has long been considered the goal of these studies. However, one of the biggest problems faced in this integration process is the formulation of culture conditions that can cohesively maintain both the viability and the phenotype of the cells that are within the integrated chips. To date, there has been a handful of proof-of-concept studies, each with several different organ-on-a-chip systems, that not only demonstrate viability and function in each organ system, but also organ-organ cross talk that is essentially one of the main functions of an integrated organ-on-a-chip system.

In an earlier study, Shuler and colleagues fabricated a microfluidic device that allowed for the culture of 3 different cell lines derived from three separate tissues, including cancerous tissue: HepG2/C3A hepatocarcinoma cells from the liver, HCT-116 colon carcinoma cells from colon cancer and kasumi-1 myeloid leukemia cells from the bone
marrow (Fig 1.10) (115). Reservoirs were connected on both sides of this cell culture, and placed on a rocking device such that culture media will flow from one reservoir into the other and back. One key finding of this study was how tissues culture in this manner can interact with each other via the media that they share. In this example, the cancer prodrug tegafur was placed into the reservoir, which can be metabolized by hepatocytes in the liver into its active form, 5-fluorouracil. Results have shown that the presence of a liver culture accelerates the killing of the cancer cells cultures, lowering the viability from 0.9 in 48 hours to 0.65 in 48 hours in the presence of the liver cells. Additionally, off-target sides effects could be seen in the bone marrow cell culture in the same chip.

In another demonstration of integrating multiple organs into one device, Yu and colleagues have put together a device that connects the lung in series with the liver, kidney and fat cells, which are connected in parallel (116). A549 adenocarcinomic epithelial cells were used to represent the lung, C3A hepatocarcinoma cells were used to represent the liver, HK2 transformed kidney epithelial cells to represent the kidney and the HPA adenoma cells to represent fat tissue. To create each tissue, the respective cells were packed tightly into each chamber, forming cell masses. Media is perfused around each tissue, which then allows nutrients to diffuse into the cell mass. Additionally, when transforming growth factor β was added to the circulating media, the viability of many of the tissues declined in response.

Apart from creating one chip with multiple organs, Healy and colleagues demonstrated the use of modular devices, where in different organs can be made and then joined together in series to create integrated organ-on-a-chip devices (27). In this study, cardiac chips that were designed in a separate study were linked together in series to allow
the same media to perfuse them. Results from here demonstrated continued viability over 2 days, with the cardiac cells continuing to beat over this same period.
1.5. Figures

Figure 1.1: Molecular principles involved in collective invasion.

(a) During single-cell migration, the main engine for movement seems to be at the front of the cell, where active membrane protrusion occurs and the cell adheres to the extracellular matrix (ECM). As the lamellipodium extends, integrin-based nascent adhesions form; these eventually mature in focal adhesions, on which longitudinal acto-myosin cables are anchored. Mature focal adhesions are maintained during migration, until they reach the retracting edge of the cells, where they are disassembled. For clarity, only a few nascent and mature adhesions are shown. Locomotive forces applied to focal adhesions drive movement of the cell on or through the substratum. Although events at the cell leading edge provide essential forces for forward movement, the cell rear also actively participates in cell displacement by controlling detachment from the ECM and contraction of the cell body. The microtubule network and components of the intracellular membrane also organize in a polarized manner along the direction of migration. (b) Reflecting this front–rear orientation, leader cells are clearly polarized: they show an elongated morphology, polarized along the direction of migration. However, observations in vitro show that some wound-edge mammalian epithelial cells elongate more than others, and some epithelial leader cells can spread perpendicularly to the direction of migration. The increased spreading of leader cells associated with a mesenchymal phenotype reflects a transient loss or reorientation of epithelial baso-apical polarity in favor of a front–rear polarity. Leaders retain some epithelial characteristics and remain attached to their neighbors and often display dynamic actin-based protrusive structures. Although not limited to leader cells, finger-like filopodia and ruffling lamellipodia form at the front edge of the epithelial monolayer. The morphology of leader cells is associated with the expression of specific genes that promote cytoskeleton remodelling and cell migration. (c) In a cohesive cell group, the leader cells are subjected to polarized environmental cues. While the cell rear is engaged in intercellular contacts, the cell front interacts with the ECM or with non-migrating cells of the tissue. Adherens junctions restrict the localization of focal adhesions to the cell front, by locally inhibiting their formation and maintenance. F-actin, filamentous actin. Reproduced from (7).
Figure 1.2: Total forces exerted on the microenvironment by individual cells in a linear three-cell island are similar.

(A) Traction stresses exerted by a linear three-cell island of MDCK cells expressing GFP-E-cadherin. Traction stress vectors are overlaid (red arrows). Reference traction vector is 1,000 Pa; scale bar indicates 10 μm. (B) Heat-scale map of the traction magnitude for the cell island shown in A. Dashed white line indicates cell–cell contacts. The three cells are indicated by text. (C) Relative total cell-ECM traction force (red) and cell–cell force (black) exerted by the three cells shown in A. Values are relative to the average between the total forces exerted by the outer cells. Schematic on the right depicts the three-cell configuration and the cell-ECM (red arrows) and cell–cell (black arrows) forces exerted by each cell. Data reflect the mean and standard deviation for n ≈ 4 cell islands with identical geometry. Reproduced from (117).
Figure 1.3: Mechanism of contact inhibition of locomotion

(a) CIL is the process by which a cell changes its direction of migration upon collision with another cell (top right), which leads to cell polarization, with protrusion formation being inhibited at the cell contact and a new protrusion being produced away from the contact. If cell density increases, a similar phenomenon of inhibition of protrusion formation at the cell contact takes place, but on a larger scale, such that only the cells that are exposed to the free edge become polarized and produce protrusions away from the cluster (left). Cell contact during CIL is indicated by a red square. (b) Cell surface molecules interact at the site of cell–cell contact (red square), which leads to the recruitment of several other proteins and, finally, to RHOA activation and RAC inhibition at the contact. This is translated into microtubule catastrophe, disassembly of focal adhesions (white circles) and actomyosin contractility at the contact, leading to the collapse of protrusions. At the opposite end of the cell, activation of RAC leads to microtubule and microfilament polymerization and stabilization of focal adhesions (red circles), with the consequent formation of protrusions. DSH, Disheveled; EPH, ephrin receptor; PAR3, partitioning defective 3; PCK, Prickled; STB, Strabismus; TRIO, triple functional domain protein. Reproduced from (7).
Figure 1.4: Assessment of drug penetration through a MCL

(A) the experimental chamber used to assess drug penetration through a MCL. Anticancer agents dissolved in 1% agar (to prevent convection) are added to compartment 1 and the insert containing the drug and MCL is then floated in media. Samples are obtained from compartment 2 through the sampling port while the gas port delivers a mixture of 95% air and 5% CO2. (B) the dual chamber model avoids the use of agar and facilitates the disaggregation of cells in a MCL. In this system, drug at selected concentrations was dissolved in media in the chamber adjacent to the MCL. (C) Penetration of doxorubicin through MCLs derived from E11 and 1R1 sublines after 6 and 24 hours. Doxorubicin penetration is slower through MCLs derived from the tightly packed E11 cell line with distribution of the drug largely in the proximal layers. Similar patterns were observed using Ea and Ra sublines although, at 24 hours posttreatment, less MCL disaggregation was observed for these cell lines than for the E11 and 1R1 subtypes. Reproduced from (61).
Figure 1.5: Determination of the interstitial diffusion coefficient of dextran molecules of different molecular weight

(top) Chamber design showing two blood vessels and the tissue in between them sandwiched by a glass plate. Concentrations of fluorescent molecules were measured at different points between the two blood vessels. The number of points measured ranged from 3-6 depending on the intercapillary distance. (bottom) Dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the molecular weight of dextran used. Upper curve represents the diffusion coefficient in an aqueous solution. The middle and bottom curves represents the diffusion coefficient in neoplastic and normal tissue respectively. Reproduced from (86).
Figure 1.6: Schematic of the lung-on-a-chip

The schematic describes a lung-on-a-chip device that reproduces the lung microarchitecture and breathing-induced cyclic mechanical distortion of the alveolar-capillary interface. The top “air” portion is the alveolar channel; the bottom “liquid” portion is the vascular channel. Cyclic vacuum is used to stretch the membrane on which the epithelium and endothelium sheets are cultured. The phase-contrast image shows a top-down view of the apical surface of the alveolar epithelium maintained at an air-liquid interface in the upper microchannel. Scale bar, 200 mm. reproduced from (94).
Figure 1.7: Fabrication of cardiac flaps and corresponding contractility assay

(a) Fabrication of 25 mm round substrates; (b) schematic representation of batch fabrication of substrates with large glass sections for higher throughput; (c) contractility assay is run using anisotropic layers of myocytes; bottom row shows a 3D schematic representation, top row shows the view from above; the insets in (i): RH237 membrane dye stain (left) and an immunostain of a-actinin – red, actin – green, nuclei – blue (right), scale bar 20 mm; (d) Contractility experiment (PDMS layer 18.6 mm): (i) Brightfield images of films attached to the substrate, (ii) films bend up at diastole and peak systole, and (iii) the length of films (blue) and x-projection (red) overlaid on ‘‘heart on a chip’’ images – scale bar 5 mm. reproduced from (97).
Figure 1.8: Differentiation of iPSC derived hepatic spheroids for liver-on-a-chip studies.

(A) Hepatocyte differentiation protocol. After dissociation and aggregation at day 8, iHep aggregates were encapsulated into PEG-DA hydrogels and trapped in a microfluidic device at day 12 of differentiation. (B) Encapsulated iHep aggregates were viable as shown by calcein AM (green; live) and propidium iodide (red; dead). (C) Encapsulated iPSC derived hepatic microtissues show long term albumin secretion on-chip. Values represent average albumin secretion per day of three different devices, normalized to the amount of cells. Number of cells was estimated based on the number of cells seeded in aggrewells on day 8. Error bars represent standard deviation. Scale bars represent 100 μm. (D–E) When dissociated at day 8, hepatic specified iPSC cells form compact aggregates in 400 μm aggrewells. (E) Aggregates at day 22 of differentiation express markers specific for hepatocytes (HNF4α, albumin) and for bile duct cells (HNF1β). Scale bars in D and E represent 100 μm. Reproduced from (92).
Figure 1.9: Formation of microvilli structures from a Caco-2 cellular monolayer in a gut-on-a-chip microfluidics device.

(A) Schematic showing transformation of a planar intestinal epithelium into villus structure (top) and corresponding phase contrast images of Caco-2 cells that undergo similar villus morphogenesis recorded at 50 and 100 h (bottom). (B) A 3D reconstruction of Z-stacked images of Caco-2 villi stained for nuclei (blue), F-actin (green), and mucin 2 (magenta) is shown at the left. SEM images of these villi are shown at the middle and right at low and high magnification, respectively. (C) Schematics showing a vertical cross section and horizontal cross sections at the tip (T) versus middle (V) of a single villus are shown at the left. Immunofluorescence confocal views of Caco-2 villi shown at the right demonstrate staining for the tight junction protein, ZO-1 (red) in vertical (top) versus horizontal en face sections of a Caco-2 villus (bottom left). Bottom right view shows staining for the continuous apical brush border membrane labeled for F-actin (green) overlying the well oriented intestinal cell nuclei (blue). All scale bars are 25 mm, except right SEM image (bar, 10 mm). reproduced from (110).
Figure 10: Schematic and Assembly of integrated organ-on-chip device

(a) Schematic diagram showing how the mCCA is assembled. The silicon mCCA chip with features on top is sandwiched between the plastic top cover and an aluminium bottom housing with a recess. The sealing is secured by screws around the edges of the housing. 

(b) A picture of an assembled mCCA with red dye for visualization of channels and chambers. 

(c) Schematic diagram of operation setup of a single mCCA with medium recirculation. Medium is withdrawn from a reservoir, which also functions as a debubbler, and goes through a bubble trap for further prevention of bubble trapping inside a mCCA. After circulating through the channels and chambers in a mCCA, medium goes back to the reservoir for recirculation. 

(d) Picture of the mCCA system with multiple chips. Reproduced from (115)
Chapter 2: Alternating Control and Dynamic Malleability in Cell Pairs

2.1. Abstract

Studies have long suggested that individual cells within a collective use mechanical stresses to signal amongst each other. However, the interplay between forces and cellular behavior remains largely unknown. To better understand the effects of mechanical communication on cellular behavior, we developed an integrated approach involving traction force and intra- and inter-cellular stresses between the cells undergoing a collective migration. Specifically, we have studied single-file migration of a pair of cells attached front-to-back. Our results show that the role of the leading cell alternates between the two cells, as the pair migrates along the direction of the leading cell. We have also observed cooperativity between the two cells in which the trailing cell mechanically softens itself to allow the leading cell to pull it along. Together, our method demonstrated how two cells can be engaged in a mechanical “tug-of-war” where trailing cells actively adjust their mechanical malleability to facilitate the subtle movements of the cell pair.

2.2. Introduction

Traction and cellular (intra- and inter-) stresses play key roles in collective migration. Unlike traction stresses, which is generated at the outer periphery of the migrating group of cells, cellular stresses form within and between cells where they function as a mechanical “adhesive” to maintain cellular interactions and ensure that the
group moves cohesively (13, 14, 53, 118, 119). Emerging studies suggest that cellular stresses may also serve as an alternative form of communication between individual cells in the group, allowing cells to signal between one another and forge a synergistic relationship that coordinates or facilitates collective migration (120-123). Despite its importance, it has been challenging to study the stresses exerted by each cell within a group, as collective migration tends to manifest in large groups of cells and in the presence of external physical (e.g., free space (124, 125), cellular geometry (126, 127) and/or substrate rigidity (128)) or biochemical cues (e.g., growth factors (5) and serum (52)), which tend to overshadow the influence of intercellular mechanical signaling (8). Herein, we study the pairwise mechanical communication between cells without any interference from neighboring cells or extracellular morphogenic gradients by using one-dimensional migration of two conjoined cells—the smallest possible group of cells that displays the hallmarks of collective migration.

Our approach involves imaging and quantitatively analyzing the behavior of two human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) attached front-to-end undergoing unbiased migration within a geometrically confined space by using a micro-patterned hydrogel substrate (Fig. 2.1). This choice of cell line was dictated by their ability to undergo collective migration in both 2D and 3D, and their long spindle-shaped morphology when spread, which enables them to generate large, measurable traction stresses. The hydrogels were prepared from an acrylamide monomer solution containing fluorescent beads, and patterned with laminin lines on its surface by adapting established protocols (129, 130). These protein line patterns served as “railings” for the cells, facilitating their migration in
a single direction, which greatly simplified our subsequent analyses. The cells were transduced to express mCherry fluorophores for better visualization and imaging, and were seeded on top of the hydrogel. Within hours, the cells adhered to the patterned surfaces and proximal cells attached to each other via vasoendothelial cadherins (Fig. 2.2). Pairs of cells that were attached to each other, referred to as “cell trains”, were imaged using time-lapse confocal microscopy at a rate of 1 image every 2 mins. The time-lapse image stacks were imported into MATLAB and analyzed to identify the outlines of the cell trains, which were then used for building kymographs of cell movement as a function of time (Fig. 2.3). Simultaneously, we also acquired images of the fluorescent beads and used particle image velocimetry to map out the displacement (deformation) field of the hydrogel, which was then used to calculate the traction stresses exerted by the cells in accordance with established protocols (5). These stresses were used as inputs into a finite element model to estimate the cellular stresses generated by each cell within the cell train as described elsewhere (55). With these information, we were able to study the previously unknown relationship between mechanical communications among the cells and their movement patterns.

2.3. Materials and Methods

2.3.1. Cell Culture

Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were purchased from Cell Applications Inc. (cat #: 200pK-05n) and expanded in HUVEC media containing 390 mL M199 media (Gibco, cat #: 11150059), 50 mL fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco, cat #: 16000044), 50 mL endothelial cell growth media (Cell Applications, cat #: 500-211), 5 mL
penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco, cat #: 15140163), and 5 mL sodium pyruvate (Gibco, cat #: 11360070). HUVECs were expanded up to passage 7 before being used for the experiments. The cells were maintained at 37° C and 5 % CO2. All experiments, except for the samples used for immunofluorescent staining, used HUVECs that were transduced to express red fluorescent proteins.

2.3.2. Synthesis of protein patterned polyacrylamide (PAm) hydrogels

The micropatterned hydrogel substrates were generated through protein transfer from a patterned coverslip to PAm hydrogel surfaces as described elsewhere (129). Chemically activated confocal grade glass bottom dishes prepared as described below were used to tether the PAm hydrogels to the dish (130).

Activation of the glass bottom confocal dishes

The glass bottom dishes were first treated with 2.5M NaOH (aq) for 15 minutes, washed with DI water, and allowed to fully dry before treating with (3-aminopropyl) trimethoxysilane (silane) (Sigma-Aldrich, 281778) for 5 minutes. The silanized glass dishes were rinsed with DI water to ensure complete removal of the residual silane. The confocal dishes were then treated with 0.5% gluteraldehyde to functionalize the surface with aldehyde groups.

Protein Patterning on Glass Cover Slips

The glass coverslips were first immersed in pure ethanol for 10 minutes to clean their surfaces prior to UV-Ozone exposure for 5 minutes. The UVO irradiated surfaces
were incubated with 0.11 mg/mL poly(L-lysine)-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLL-PEG) (SuSoS AG, Zurich, Switzerland) for 30 minutes to immobilize the surfaces with PLL-PEG chains. Selected regions of the PLL-PEG coated surfaces were irradiated with deep UV via a chrome photomask to selectively eliminate the PLL-PEG coatings. The irradiated surfaces were treated with 50 μg/mL of laminin, which will bind to regions left behind by the degraded PLL-PEG, creating protein patterns on the surface of the glass cover slip.

Transfer of Protein Patterns onto PAm Hydrogel Surface

The protein patterns were transferred onto PAm hydrogels of 8.5 kPa Young’s modulus by sandwiching 5 µL of the hydrogel precursor in between the micropatterned cover slip and the activated confocal dish. The precursor solution contained 4.13% wt/vol acrylamide (Sigma-Aldrich, A9099), 0.219% wt/vol N,N’-Methylenebis(acrylamide) (Sigma-Aldrich, 146072), 0.1% wt/vol ammonium persulfate (Sigma-Aldrich, A3678), and 0.1% vol/vol N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine (Sigma-Aldrich, T9281). Dark red fluorescent nanoparticles (ThermoFisher Scientific, F8807) of diameter ~200 nm were dispersed in the precursor solution at a concentration of 0.817% wt/vol to embed the hydrogel network with fluorescent particles. The gelation was carried out at room temperature.

2.3.3. Immunofluorescent Staining of VE-Cadherin

Rabbit vasoendothelial cadherin (VE-Cad) antibody (Cell Signaling Technologies, Cat #. D87F2) was used to stain for VE-cad. The HUVECs on the micropatterned hydrogel substrates were stained 24 hours post-seeding. The samples were rinsed in PBS, fixed with
4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, cat#: 158127) for 8 minutes, and treated with blocking/permeabilizing buffer containing 0.1% Triton-X 100 (ThermoFisher Scientific, cat#: 28313) and 3% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich, cat #5611) for an hour at room temperature. VE-cad antibody diluted in 1:100 blocking/permeabilizing buffer was used to stain the samples by incubating for 1 hour, followed by 3 sequential 10 min washes using PBS. Red fluorescent goat anti-rabbit antibody (1 to 250 dilution in blocking buffer) was used as secondary antibody. The nuclei and actin were co-stained with Hoechst 33342 (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat#: 94403) and alexa fluor 488 phalloidin (Life Technologies, Cat #: A12379) for 15 minutes and 1 hour, respectively.

2.3.4. Image acquisition and processing

*Image acquisition via confocal microscopy*

The single file HUVEC cells adhered to the PAm hydrogel were imaged using a spinning disk confocal microscope after 24 hours of seeding. Z-stack images (with an interval of 0.2 μm and total thickness of 1 μm) of the embedded fluorescent nanoparticles within the PAm hydrogel were captured using the far red channel at 40X (oil immersion lens). For cell trains that did not fit into a single image, multiple overlapping images were acquired along the length of the cell train in a way that would capture the entire cell train. The overlap was set to 20% on Volocity, the confocal acquisition software, to allow us to stitch these images together in post-acquisition processing. The cell train was mapped over the course of 1.5 hours at 2 minute intervals where the cells were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2. After imaging, the HUVEC cells were trypsinized with 10X trypsin solution, which restored the hydrogel to its stress-free state. We re-acquired z-stack images of the
same region of the hydrogel to obtain the reference state of the hydrogel. Both the cellular and reference z-stack images were then compressed into 1 single stack using the extended focus function in Volocity.

**Image processing and analysis**

The overlapping images were imported into MATLAB for processing. Background noise was eliminated by first thresholding signals lower than the average signal of the image. Next, we used the `bwareaopen` function to remove small objects from the image. The images were stitched together by cross-correlating 20% of the left most portion of the right image with 20% of the right most portion of the left image. This procedure allowed us to determine small shifts in the images, which would enable minor adjustments, if needed, before seamlessly overlapping the two images. Each cell was then traced manually by inspection in MATLAB using the `roipoly` function, generating a binary image (hereby referred to as a mask) which was used for the next step. Masks of entire cell-trains could be generated by combining the masks of each cell. These masks could then be superimposed over the original images to obtain images of the cells in the cell train without the interference from the background. It is also from these masks that we obtain information about the left-most and right-most edges of the cell train using the `regionprops` function, as well as the coordinates of the centroid of the cell-train. These coordinates were subsequently used to determine the correlation matrix.

2.3.5. Characterization of cell movement

*Correlating movement of the cells of the cell train with that of its centroid*
To determine the similarities between the movements of the two cells of the cell train with that of its centroid, we determined the correlation between the trajectories of the two edges of the cell train with the trajectory of its centroid. By trajectory, we imply the set of coordinates $x_e$ of the edges ($e = \text{left or right}$) and $x_c$ of the centroid collected every 2 minutes over a period of 90 minutes, yielding 46 time frames in total. We calculated the correlation coefficient $r$ using the following formula:

\[
 r = \frac{\sum_{i=t}^{t+\Delta t} (x_e(i) - \bar{x}_e)(x_c(i) - \bar{x}_c)}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=t}^{t+\Delta t} (x_e(i) - \bar{x}_e)^2(\sum_{i=t}^{t+\Delta t} (x_c(i) - \bar{x}_c)^2)}}
\]

where $\Delta t$ represents the number of time frames (window) over which the trajectories were correlated, $t$ represents the index of the first time frame in window, and $\bar{x}_e$ and $\bar{x}_c$ represent the average x-coordinate of the edge and the centroid within the window $t$ to $t + \Delta t$. We used the MATLAB `corr2` function to obtain these correlations.

Correlation coefficients were calculated across the entire period of acquisition for varying window sizes ($\Delta t = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, 8$). Due to the nature of the formula, the smallest time window of $\Delta t = 1$ (i.e., two time frames) is not informative as it always yields a correlation of $r = +1$ or $r = -1$. On the other hand, large window size points ($\Delta t \geq 3$) did not yield significant correlation as the trajectories started to diverge over such a large time period. We thereby deduced that the most suitable time window for calculating correlation between the trajectories to be $\Delta t = 2$ (i.e., 3 time frames spanning a 4 minute window). For a leading cell to maintain control over the cell train, it must exhibit a high correlation ($r > 0.9$) during this time window. The time periods when this criterion is
satisfied were assigned a positive Boolean value for that cell, indicating that the particular cell is in control.

**Calculation of normalized length change of the cell train**

Using the x-coordinates of each cell, we determined whether the changes in the length of the two cells, $\Delta L_1$ and $\Delta L_2$, were correlated. The length changes for each of the two cells of the cell train were obtained across each 2 min interval and used for calculating their normalized product, as denoted by $Q$, which is:

$$Q = \frac{\Delta L_1 \cdot \Delta L_2}{\sqrt{\max(\Delta L_1, \Delta L_2)^2}}$$

A negative value of the quantity $Q$ indicates retraction in one of the cells accompanied by a stretch in the other cell. On the other hand, a positive value would be observed if both cells were retracting or extending at the same time.

**2.3.6. 2-D Traction Force Quantification**

The traction forces generated by the cells were quantified as described elsewhere. In brief, using a confocal microscope, we acquired a time-lapse video of a small z-stack images of the fluorescent particles under the cell-train. As the cell train often encompassed more than a single field of view, multiple fields were acquired with a 20% overlap and stitched together in MATLAB. The z-stack was designated to be 1 µm above and below the surface of the hydrogel at 0.2 µm z-intervals to encompass all the particles at the surface. These z-stacks were then compressed into a single focal plane using the Volocity software. The reference image was obtained by imaging the exact same region after
removal of the cells. Using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), 2-D displacement fields of the hydrogel surface were obtained comparing the time series images to the reference image using an interrogation window size of 20 µm.

The cell-generated traction forces were calculated by solving the elastostatics equation for a linearly elastic and isotropic solid. A block with dimensions of 800, 250, and 30 µm in the x-, y-, and z-direction was used as the finite-element domain. Here, the tethered boundary condition was imposed at the bottom surface of the domain while the 2D displacement field obtained from PIV were assigned as the x- and y- displacement conditions for the top surface. The z-direction on the top surface as well as the lateral surfaces were approximated to be stress-free. The resultant displacement solution along with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.45 and Young’s modulus of 8.5 kPa were used to calculate the stress tensor. Here, the $\tau_{xz}$ and $\tau_{yz}$ values from the stress tensor were designated as the cell-generated traction stresses in the x- and y- directions, respectively.

2.3.7. Finite Element Analysis for Cellular Stresses Calculations

To calculate the cellular stresses, we superimpose the mask of the cells onto the traction stress map generated via TFM analysis. From this superposition, we generated a regularly spaced mesh with stress values assigned at each node. It should be noted that the traction stress in the y-direction were neglected, as the patterned cells generated stresses predominantly along the x-direction. The cellular stresses were calculated by modifying a method previously used by Trepat and colleagues. The force equilibrium of the system dictates that the stresses within the interior of the cell must balance the traction stresses generated by the cell, as expressed by the equation below:
\[
\frac{\partial \sigma_{ij}}{\partial x_j} = T_i,
\]
where \(\sigma_{ij}\) represents the monolayer stress tensor, \(x_j\) represents each dimension in the Cartesian plane, and \(T_i\) represents the traction stresses generated by the cells.

The above equation was solved using a finite element approach where the cell pair was approximated as a linearly elastic and isotropic sheet with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.5, Young’s modulus of 10 kPa, and height of 10 \(\mu\)m. The finite element domain was designated as the area encompassed by the shape of the cell pair and a stress free boundary condition was imposed along the perimeter. This approach results in a symmetric and positive indefinite linear system of equations that was solved using a minimal residual method to obtain the cellular stresses.

### 2.3.8. Average Cellular Stress of the Cell Train

The area of the cell train was discretized into defined intervals to create a 2D mesh and the stress at each x-coordinate was obtained by averaging the stresses along the y-axis. This average stress calculated for each x-coordinate was further averaged along the length of the cells to obtain the overall average cellular stress \((T_{\text{ave}})\). To obtain a representation of cellular stress across the x-axis, we obtained a net force by summing the stresses across the cross sectional area of the cell, which we estimated using a cellular height of 10 \(\mu\)m and the measured width of the cell to yield the summed force. Following that, we average the summed force along the cell train in the y-axis. For this, we superimposed the mask generated during imaging over the map of the cellular stresses calculated prior. We then
summed the average forces along the y-axis, and divided that quantity by the width of the
HUVEC cells to obtain an average cellular stress along the x-axis of the cell.

2.3.9. Calculation of malleability of the cell body

The dynamic stiffening and softening behavior of each cell was determined by
comparing the discretized second derivative of the average cellular stress with respect to
length, $\Delta^2 T_{\text{ave}} / \Delta L^2$. First, we obtained an instantaneous modulus of the cell by evaluating
the quantity $\Delta T_{\text{ave}} / \Delta L$ at every time point. From this profile, we further calculated the
second derivative. A negative value for the second derivative means the cell is softening
whereas a positive value indicates the cell is stiffening.

2.3.10. Correlating control state of the cell with its mechanical modulus

The mechanical state of the cells (i.e., softening, stiffening, or neutral) were
classified according to their control state (i.e., leading or trailing cell) which yielded 6
different scenarios: (1) fraction of trailing cells that were softening, (2) fraction of leading
cells that were softening, (3) fraction of trailing cells that remained neutral, (4) fraction of
leading cells that remained neutral, (5) fraction of trailing cells that were stiffening and (6)
fraction of leading cells that were stiffening. To determine whether the trailing or leading
cells dominate a particular mechanical state, we have subtracted the fraction of leading
cells from the trailing cells for that mechanical state; thereafter this quantity is denoted as
$\Phi$. A positive value for $\Phi$ means more trailing cells at that mechanical state, and vice versa.
2.4. Results and discussion

2.4.1. Tracking cellular trajectories reveals an element of control among the cell pairs

Fig. 2.4 shows the kymograph of a representative cell-train plotted in terms of the longitudinal coordinates of the outer edges and the centroid of the cell train; The entire collection of kymographs analyzed in this study are provided in Fig. 2.5. The plots reveal time periods during which the trajectory of one of the cells resembles the trajectory of the centroid, indicating that the cell train is under the control of that cell. This finding agrees with the current understanding that collective migration of cells is a result of cumulative maneuvers of individual cells.

We further calculated the correlation between the trajectories of the individual cells and that of the centroid, and identified time windows during which close resemblance between the trajectories were observed (see Materials and Methods 2.3.5). The resulting Boolean plot (Fig. 2.6) shows the time and duration in which none, one, or both cells were in control of the cell train. The analysis reveals oscillatory behavior, where the role of the “leading” cell (the one in control) and the “trailing” cell (the other cell) alternates between the cell pair. The oscillations are interspersed with time periods where neither cell is in control and occasionally with periods where both cells are in control. We next analyzed all the kymographs to determine the fraction of time where the centroid was controlled by none, one, or both cells (Fig. 2.7). The results confirmed that the control of the cell pair lies mostly between one of the two cells and very rarely with both cells at the same time. Furthermore, this control by one cell appears to exist only half of the time. Taken together, these results demonstrate that there is limited simultaneous coordination between the two
cells, as both cells tend to only temporarily take on the role of the leading cell before falling back to becoming a trailing cell.

2.4.2. Differential cellular deformation among the cell pair during collective migration

By averaging the cellular stresses along the y-axis at each time point, we obtained a stress kymograph that describes the average cellular stress within the cell train (Fig. 2.12). This cellular stress data was further averaged along the length of the cell and compared against the cell length to assess whether the magnitude of the stress has an impact on the length of the cell (Fig. 2.13). Our results revealed a generally poor correlation between the amount of stress exerted by the cell and its length, demonstrating that there is no direct relationship between mechanical stress and the length of the cell. This suggests that the cell dynamically alters its own mechanical properties during collective migration. Such dynamic stiffening and softening behavior in the cell may be envisaged in terms of changes in the intrinsic elastic constant (modulus) of the cell. We approximated these changes in elastic constant by taking the second derivative of the cellular stress with respect to the length of the cell (see Materials and Methods 2.3.3). By comparing this quantity to the state of control in the cells obtained earlier, we find that the trailing cell is more often undergoing softening while the leading cell maintains its elastic constant (Fig 2.14). From these findings, we can infer that trailing cells within a group are more likely to soften in response to the adjacent cells pulling or tugging at them. Additionally, we examined the time-dependent changes in the lengths of the two cells and calculated their normalized product (Fig 2.8). Our results showed an overall negative value for the normalized product, which
indicates that the cells undergo opposite changes in lengths. This finding suggests that there may be a physical response to collective cellular migration, corroborating previous suggestions that there is a physical tug-of-war occurring between the cells during collective migration (131).

2.4.3. Traction force microscopy and cellular stress calculation uncover dynamic malleability in cells during collective migration

To provide a mechanical basis for these observed phenomena, we estimated the traction and cellular stresses exerted by the cell train (see Materials and Methods 2.3.6 and 2.3.7). A representative displacement field and the corresponding traction stress map generated by one such cell train during movement are shown in Fig. 2.9 and Fig 2.10 respectively. Due to the geometric confinement of the cells, the traction stresses observed in the longitudinal (x) direction were much larger than those in the other two directions. It was also observed that most of the generated traction stresses were localized to the two ends of the cell train.

The cellular stresses were estimated from finite elements analysis, based on a geometrical model of the cell train obtained from its fluorescent images and the predominant x-component of the previously obtained traction stresses as the boundary condition (see Supporting Information). A representative stress profile from one of the cell trains is shown in Fig. 2.11. We observe that the cellular stresses are quite homogenously distributed across the two cells, with peaks close to the edges of the cell trains where the traction forces also peak. These stresses are lower in the middle where the cells are joined
together, which is a direct result of trace amounts of traction stresses under each cell that are exerted in the opposite direction to the traction stresses at the edges. This could be a protective mechanism used by the cells to minimize stresses across cell-cell junctions to prevent them from being mechanically torn apart.

By averaging the cellular stresses along the y-axis at each time point, we obtained a stress kymograph that describes the average cellular stress within the cell train (Fig. 2.12). This cellular stress data was further averaged along the length of the cell and compared against the cell length to assess whether the magnitude of the stress has an impact on the length of the cell (Fig. 2.13). Our results revealed a generally poor correlation between the amount of stress exerted by the cell and its length, demonstrating that there is no direct relationship between mechanical stress and the length of the cell. This suggests that the cell dynamically alters its own mechanical properties during collective migration. Such dynamic stiffening and softening behavior in the cell may be envisaged in terms of changes in the intrinsic elastic constant (modulus) of the cell. We approximated these changes in elastic constant by taking the second derivative of the cellular stress with respect to the length of the cell (see Materials and Methods 2.3.3). By comparing this quantity to the state of control in the cells obtained earlier, we find that the trailing cell is more often undergoing softening while the leading cell maintains its elastic constant (Fig 2.14). From these findings, we can infer that trailing cells within a group are more likely to soften in response to the adjacent cells pulling or tugging at them. Additionally, we examined the time-dependent changes in the lengths of the two cells and calculated their normalized product (Fig 2.8). Our results showed an overall negative value for the normalized product, which indicates that the cells undergo opposite changes in lengths. This finding suggests that
there may be a physical response to collective cellular migration, corroborating previous suggestions that there is a physical tug-of-war occurring between the cells during collective migration.

2.5. Conclusion

In summary, we have examined the subtle mechanical signals cells use to communicate with each other to induce changes in each other’s mechanical properties. By imaging and analyzing conjoined pairs of cells, we observed that the two cells take alternate turns in assuming control over the movement of the cell train. Another observation is the antagonistic change in the length of the two cells, where the lengthening of one cell is often accompanied by the shortening of the other cell. Together, this suggests that there is a physical tug of war rather than cooperation between the two cells, which inadvertently ends up preventing the cell train from making significant progress in migration. Further analysis of the traction and cellular stresses in each cell train allowed us to probe the mechanical basis for the observed tug-of-war behavior. Interestingly, the magnitude of these stresses showed little correlation with cell length, suggesting that each cell dynamically modifies its own intrinsic modulus to soften or stiffen its own body over time. Relating the occurrence of such softening or stiffening events to temporal variations in control state of the cells revealed that softening events were more likely to occur in trailing cells. These results suggest that trailing cells responding to mechanical cues soften their own cellular bodies to ease the load of leading cells to pull them along in the direction of migration.
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2.7. Figures

Figure 2.1: Schematic of cell trains on a hydrogel substrate with protein line patterns.

Top schematic shows pairs of human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) conforming to protein line patterns on top of a polyacrylamide hydrogel. The hydrogel is seeded with fluorescent beads that we can image to obtain the deformations that the cells are applying onto the substrate. A 40x objective is used to image these cells. Bottom schematic shows a zoomed in a version of one such cell-pair attached to the substrate via integrins and attached to each other via vaso-endothelial cadherins (VE-cadherin).
Figure 2.2: Immunofluorescent staining images of pairs of cells on hydrogel substrate.

Immunofluorescent images of the cells pairs showing (i) VE-cadherin, (ii) actin, (iii) nucleus, and (iv) merged. The HUVECs clearly express VE-cadherin at the cell-cell junction, signifying their physical attachment to each other. This will allow them to interact physically and mechanically with each other as they move along the straight protein pattern. Scale bar: 20 μm.
Figure 2.3: Compiling a kymograph from individual cell pair images.

The kymograph of the cell train over 90 min (right) is constructed from time-lapse image of the cell train taken at 2 min intervals (left). White lines denote the stripe-like portion of each image used for building the kymograph. Scale bar: 50 μm.
Figure 2.4: Trajectories of the right and left edges, as well as the centroid for one representative cell train.

Time-dependent positions of the outer edges of the two cells and of their centroid for a representative cell train are plotted in Fig 2.4. Areas of high correlation between movements of either of the two cells with those of the centroid are indicated in dashed boxes.
Figure 2.5: Trajectories of the right and left edges, as well as the centroid for the remaining four cell trains.

Time-dependent positions of the outer edges of the two cells and of their centroid for the remaining four analyzed cell train.
Figure 2.6: Time periods of high correlation between the left and right cell and the centroid.

Time windows during which the movement of either of the two cells (blue), or simultaneously both cells (green), exhibit high correlation with the movement of the centroid for the representative trajectories shown in Fig. 2.4. Also shown are time durations when none of the cells exhibit any correlation (red).
Figure 2.7: Fraction of time of Control over the centroid.

Fraction of time when the control of the centroid is not with any cell (red), with only one of the cells (blue), and with both the cells (green), averaged over all recorded cell trains (n=5).
Figure 2.8: Normalized product of length change in both cells.

Distribution of the normalized product of length changes in both cells averaged over all cell trains. Negative values (in orange) represent contradicting cellular movements (extension in one cell and contraction in the other) while the positive values (in purple) represent similar cellular movements (both cells contracting or extending).
Figure 2.9: Displacement field of the hydrogel substrate under two cells

Map of the displacement field (yellow) overlaid with a fluorescent image of the 2-cell train for a representative image acquired during time lapse. Scale bar denotes 40 μm.
Figure 2.10: Traction stresses exerted by the two cells

Traction force profile of the same 2-cell train shown as a contour map. Red implies that that traction force is pulling towards the right while the blue represents that the traction force is pulling towards the left. The outline of the cell is traced in a red line around the traction map. Scale bar denotes 40 μm.
Figure 2.11: Cellular (inter- and intra-) stresses within the two cells

The cellular stress profile for the same 2-cell train also shown as a contour map. The 2-cell trains are outlined in yellow. Scale bar denotes 40 μm.
Figure 2.12: Mechanical kymograph of the cell pair over time

Representative kymograph of cellular stresses within each cell across the entire imaging time period of a cell train. White gap is placed in the middle to indicate two separate cells, and the edges of the cell train are denoted with a black line. Scale bar: 40 μm.
Figure 2.13. Average cellular stress against cell length

Scatter plot of the average cellular stress versus length of the cell at that time. A linear regression of data yields an $R^2$ value of 0.2226, yielding low correlation between stress and length of the cell.
Fractions of cellular populations observed to be in the softening (pink), neutral (blue), and stiffening modes (green). Amongst neutral cells, a large proportion of them tend to remain at a neutral mechanical state, while amongst the softening cells, many of them tend to be trailing behind the leader cell.
Chapter 3: Quantifying Diffusivity amongst Cancer Spheroids Cultured in Matrices of Different Stiffnesses

3.1. Abstract

One of the problems faced in the pharmacologic treatment of solid tumors is the cancer cells’ ability to grow and form tumors in sites distant from the circulatory system (61-64, 86). This leads to exposure of the tumor to drastically lower concentrations of therapeutic molecules, which may, over time lead to the rise of adaptive drug resistance within the tumor (19, 20, 66, 70, 132). As such, one major consideration to consider during the drug discovery phase is the diffusive properties of the compound. While there have been methods that characterize the diffusivity of a compound within solid tumors, many of these methods consider the diffusivity within the tumor to be homogenous in nature despite the heterogeneous nature within tumors due to conditions like hypoxia deep within the tumor (86). To better characterize diffusivity within solid tumors, we have devised a novel method that can be used to quantify the diffusion coefficient in different regions within a tumor. As other studies have shown that physical factors in the tumor microenvironment can affect the expressed phenotype of the tumor, we applied our method on cancer cell spheroids encapsulated within hydrogels of different rigidities. Our results show that there is a statistical difference in the diffusivity at the core of the spheroids when they are encapsulated in hydrogels of different rigidities. This implies that the intercellular stresses that the cells experience as a result of their proliferation could affect the diffusivity of the core of the spheroid.
3.2. Introduction

One of the many challenges in the pharmacologic treatment of cancer is the cancer cells’ ability to form and grow in sites distant from the circulatory system, thereby limiting the transport of therapeutic molecules to the tumor via convective mass transfer (61-64, 86). As such, most of the transport of molecular agents into the tumor is driven by diffusion, which is a much slower process. Over time, cancer cells exposed to sub-lethal concentrations of the molecule develop adaptive drug resistance, rendering further administration of the same drug ineffective (19, 20, 66, 70, 132). This highlights the need to better understand the diffusive properties of a molecule through solid tumors before administration as it can be a key differentiator of effectiveness for drugs in vivo.

To date, many groups have characterized the diffusion of different therapeutic agents in various in vitro models for cancer. These models are often derived from growing cancer spheroids or other forms of multicellular aggregates (71, 72, 74), from which an average diffusion coefficient is calculated after exposure to a fixed concentration of the therapeutic agent (86). Results from these studies also led to the observation that different cancer phenotypes can lead to drastically different diffusive properties in tumors. For example, loosely packed tumors created from cancer cells that secrete large amounts of extracellular matrix have lower resistances to diffusion than their more tightly packed counterparts (61). In another instance, tumors formed from cancer cells that express higher quantities of epithelial-cadherin exhibited a greater resistance to diffusion, due to their ability to form more tight junctions between the cancer cells (133). The observations made in these studies have addressed how different cancer cell phenotypes can directly influence the efficacy of different drugs by affecting the molecular penetration into the tumor.
However, many of these studies make the over-generalizing assumption that diffusion within these tissues is homogenous in nature, when it could change spatially within the tumor due to different biological conditions, like hypoxia deep in the tissue. Recognizing that there are few methods out there that directly and mathematically address the diffusivity of a molecule within sub-regions of a tumor, we devised a novel method that can be used to calculate the diffusion coefficient of a molecule within a cancer spheroid.

In applying our method, we have chosen to test our method against cancer spheroids encapsulated within gelatin methacrylate (GelMA) hydrogels, which not only holds the cancer spheroid in place, but also serves as a simple tumor microenvironment. As many other studies have shown that the physical and mechanical properties of the tumor microenvironment often play an important role in determining the phenotype of the cancer within, we tested our method against these spheroids encapsulated within hydrogels of different rigidities. Our results show that the matrix rigidity has an effect only in the most inner core of the spheroid, where we determined that the spheroid encapsulated within the hydrogel with the softest rigidity had diffusion coefficient that was higher than those encapsulated in the stiffer hydrogels.

3.3. Materials and Methods

3.3.1. Gelatin Methacrylate (GelMA) Synthesis

Methacrylate functional groups were added to gelatin using the protocol described elsewhere (100). In brief, 10.0g of bovine skin gelatin (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was added to 100mL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 60 °C with vigorous stirring to achieve complete solvation. The solution was then lowered to 50 °C, and 8mL
of methacrylic anhydride (cat no.: 276685; Sigma Aldrich) was added to the solution dropwise while maintaining vigorous stirring. This solution was further kept for an hour at 50 °C with vigorous stirring after complete addition of methacrylic anhydride, after which, 200mL of PBS was added to quench the reaction. The solution was then dialyzed in MilliQ water using 12-14 kDa cutoff dialysis tubing (Spectrum Laboratories, Rancho Dominguez, CA, USA) for 1 week with 2 changes of water daily at 45°C to remove trace contaminants. Lastly, the GelMA solution is flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and lyophilized in a freeze dryer for 5 days before being stored at −20 °C. The GelMA was used within 2 months of its synthesis.

3.3.2. Compression testing of GelMA hydrogels

The rigidity of hydrogels of different monomer concentrations was measured using Instron 3342 Universal Testing System (Instron, Norwood, MA, USA) equipped with a Model 2519-104 force transducer. Briefly, GelMA hydrogels of 7.5%, 10.0% and 12.5% monomer concentration were allowed to reach their equilibrium swollen state by submerging for 48 hours in PBS. These gels were then subject to a maximum force load set to 450 N at a crosshead speed of 10mm/min. The data acquisition was performed with BlueHill software, and the compressive moduli of the different hydrogels were determined by calculating the slope of the initial linear region of the stress-strain curve. Three samples were used to estimate the mechanical properties for each experimental group.
3.3.3. Fabrication of Silicon Mold

Micropatterned silicon molds were fabricated according to the protocol as described previously. In brief, microfluidic channels were photolithographically defined using NR9-1500PY negative photoresist (Futurrex, Frankling, NJ, USA) on a 4-inch diameter Si wafer. The Si wafer with the photoresist defined was then etched using the deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) process. In the DRIE process, SF6 gas was flowed at 100 sccm throughout the 11 seconds of reaction time, followed by a passivation cycle when C4F8 gas was flowed at 80 sccm for 7 s. A 75 μm of etching depth was achieved under the etching rate of about 0.7 μm per cycle. After the DRIE process, the NR9-1500PY photoresist was removed by immersing in acetone for 4 hours before rinsing with methanol, isopropanol, and deionized water. The Si mold was then dried under compressed nitrogen gas and silanized by vapor deposition of trichlorosilane (TCI Inc, Portland, OR, USA) to facilitate PDMS molding and removal.

3.3.4. Fabrication of Microfluidic Device

The microfluidic device was fabricated with minor modifications from a previous protocol (100). Once assembled, the device will contain a trilayer hydrogel system where cancer spheroid-laden GelMA hydrogels are sandwiched between thin polyacrylamide (pAm) hydrogel sheets. The fabrication and assembly is described as follows:

**Methacrylation of cover glass**

Cover glass on which thin pAm hydrogels were synthesized were functionalized with methacrylate groups to allow for chemical tethering of hydrogels containing vinyl
groups. This was achieved by treating cover slips with a silanizing solution comprised 1.9mL ethanol, 60 µL of 10% glacial acetic acid and 40µL of 3-(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (cat no.: 440159; Sigma Aldrich) for 5 minutes at room temperature. The surface modified cover slips were then washed by submerging into pure ethanol with gentle stirring for 10 minutes several times before drying at 50 °C for 5 minutes. The cover slips were then used immediately.

**pAm hydrogel formation**

Thin sheets of pAm hydrogels were formed on 24x50 mm rectangular and 12 mm diameter round methacrylate-functionalized cover slips. This was done by first mixing a pAm hydrogel precursor solution comprising 4% (w/v) acrylamide (cat no.: A3553; Sigma Aldrich), 0.2% (w/v) bis-acrylamide (cat no.: 146072; Sigma Aldrich), 0.1% (w/v) ammonium persulfate (APS) (cat no.: A3678; Sigma Aldrich), and 0.1% (v/v) N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethlenediamine (cat no.: T9281; Sigma Aldrich) in PBS. 5 µL of this solution was then immediately pipetted onto the middle of the 24x50 mm rectangular cover slip and covered immediately with an untreated 12 mm diameter cover slip. The resulting coverslip containing the hydrogel forms the base onto which the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) device can be bonded on. Similarly, 5 µL of this solution was also immediately pipetted onto the middle of the 22x22 mm untreated square cover slip and covered immediately with the methacrylated 12 mm diameter cover slip. Both pAm hydrogels were left to form for 30 minutes at room temperature in a humidity chamber before removal of the untreated cover slips, leaving only pAm hydrogel disks tethered to the methacrylated surfaces of the cover slips.
**PDMS molding and bonding**

A 5 µL droplet of DI water was first pipetted on the circular region of the fabricated silicon mold before the pAm hydrogel-tethered cover slip was placed on it, with the hydrogel surface down. PDMS (Sylgard 184, Ellsworth Adhesives) polymer solution was mixed with its curing agent at a ratio of 10:1 by mass and degassed under vacuum to remove bubbles from the mixture. The PDMS solution was then slowly poured onto the wafer containing the cover slips and baked at 55 °C for 2 hours. The cured PDMS is then detached from the wafer, along with the hydrogel-tethered cover slip embedded on the inner surface. This PDMS is then bonded to the pAm hydrogel tethered rectangular cover slip at 80 °C overnight following UV-ozone treatment. Following the bonding of PDMS to the glass cover slip, we obtain a perfusable microfluidic chamber whereby the top and bottom of the chamber is covered with thin pAm hydrogels.

**3.3.5. Synthesis of lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) as a photoinitiator**

LAP was used as a photo initiator for the polymerization of GelMA hydrogels used in the study. The synthesis of LAP was done in accordance with protocols described elsewhere. In brief, 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl chloride (cat no.: 682519; Sigma Aldrich) was added dropwise to an equimolar quantity of dimethyl phenylphosphonite (cat no.: 149470; Sigma Aldrich) at room temperature under argon while stirring. The two reagents were allowed to react for the next 18 hours. Afterwards, the temperature of the mixture was raised to 50 °C and 4 molar excess of lithium bromide (cat no.: 213225; Sigma Aldrich)
mixed with 2-butanone (cat no.: 360473; Sigma Aldrich) was added. Precipitation was observed within 10 minutes. Next, the temperature was cooled back down to room temperature and allowed to rest for 4 hours. Next, to remove excess lithium bromide, the precipitate was filtered and washed 3 times with 2-butanone. Lastly, the product was dried under vacuum to removed remaining 2-butanone.

3.3.6. Synthesis of acellular GelMA hydrogels in device

The algorithm used to solve for the diffusion equation in our simulations were tested against experimental data obtained from tracking the diffusion of fluorescein isothiocynate (FITC)-dextran (40kDa) (cat no.: 53379; Sigma Aldrich) into GelMA hydrogel disks of different concentrations in the device. To synthesize these disks, GelMA was first dissolved in PBS in concentrations of 7.5%, 10.0% and 12.5% wt/vol. LAP was used as a photoinitiator at a concentration of 2mM, while ascorbic acid (cat no.: A4403; Sigma Aldrich), an antioxidant that was used in cellular experiments, was added to a concentration of 0.01% (wt/vol).

The solution was then infused into the microfluidic device, exposed to collimated UV light through a 320 μm pinhole on a transparency photomask (CAD/Art, Coos County, Oregon, USA.) for 12 seconds, allowing for the GelMA to polymerize. Following polymerization, PBS is flushed into the device to remove unreacted GelMA solution. Fresh PBS is infused into the device to allow the GelMA structures to reach equilibrium swelling overnight.
3.3.7. Formulation of the algorithm determining the diffusion coefficient

The algorithm was formulated based on the integral form of the diffusion equation,

\[
\iiint_V \frac{dc}{dt} \, dV = - \iint_S j \cdot dS
\]

Where the left hand side represents the cumulative sum of the time differential of the concentration, \( c \), within an arbitrary control volume, \( V \), and the right hand side represents the total flux, \( j \) into the surface area, \( S \), of the control volume. Given that Fick’s law of diffusion states:

\[
\iiint_V \frac{dc}{dt} \, dV = -D_c \iiint_S \nabla c \cdot dS
\]

Where \( D_c \) represents the diffusion coefficient, while \( \nabla c \) represents the gradient of \( c \). We can then make the substitution, while applying the assumption that \( D_c \) is constant to yield:

\[
\iiint_V \frac{dc}{dt} \, dV = -D_c \iiint_S \nabla c \cdot dS
\]

On the left hand side, determination of \( dc/dt \) was performed by first averaging the concentration within each control volume to minimize the impact of noise, prior to obtaining the time dependent changes in the average concentration using 2nd order central finite difference scheme. The integral was then computed by summing up within the control volume. For the right hand side of the equation, determination of \( \nabla c \) was achieved by taking a change in average concentration between the control volume and the average concentration of control volumes adjacent to the designated region. This difference was then multiplied into the surface area of the control volume of interest to quantify the
theoretical average flux into the region of interest. In this form, we are able to solve for \( D_c \) by isolating it on one side, expressing it as a ratio of the volume to the surface integral.

3.3.8. **Determination of diffusivity using a simulated concentration profile generated from COMSOL.**

Non-steady state concentration profiles were simulated using COMSOL v4.2 for use as a data set to test our method for the determination of the diffusion coefficient. Specifically, we simulated diffusion of a compound of fixed concentration into a 600 µm diameter circular structure with known diffusion coefficients. Three different control volumes were constructed within the structure along a radius at regular intervals where the concentration was determined. The diffusivity within the structure was fixed at a constant 1.0*10^{-9}. The concentrations were obtained from each control volume resulting from the simulation and analyzed using our algorithm.

3.3.9. **Optimization of size of control volumes.**

To minimize the error associated with averaging a wide field of view, we varied the size of the control volumes to optimize an appropriate size that we can extend for use in the acellular and cellular situations. Normalizing all distances to the diameter of the circle (\( D \)), we ranged the length of the square control volume between 0.05D to 0.4D, while we varied the width of the adjacent control volumes between 0.0125D to 0.05D. The diffusion coefficients obtained using each control volume length, coupled with different the adjacent control volume widths at the inner most and outer most regions were normalized against
the original diffusion coefficient to yield an error between our simulation and the calculated value.

3.3.10. Confocal microscopy and data processing of FITC-dextran (40kDa) diffusion into acellular GelMA of different rigidities.

A laser scanning confocal microscope was used to image the diffusion of FITC-dextran (40kDa) into the acellular GelMA hydrogels of 320 µm diameter. The hydrogels of varying concentrations of GelMA were used in this experiment (7.5%, 10.0% and 12.5%). FITC-Dextran was dissolved in PBS at 1mg/mL and infused into the device as the time lapse acquisition begun. The highest rate of capture (1 frame/2.1 sec) was used to acquire the fluorescent image of 1 z-plane, while the FITC-dextran diffused into the GelMA hydrogel. The acquisition was stopped upon reaching of equilibrium. A control volume with an xy-plane area measuring roughly 32x32 µm² was constructed in the middle of the hydrogel, where the concentration profile was tracked over time. The average diffusion coefficient within this control volume was determined using the concentration data corresponding between when the concentration falls between 0.25 and 0.75 fold of the equilibrium concentration. This was done to minimize the influence of noise in the data at the beginning and end of the acquisition process.

3.3.11. Cell culture and spheroid formation

MCF7 cells were cultured on tissue culture plates in growth media containing high glucose Dubecco media with L-glutamine (Hyclone), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (100U/mL) (Gibco). Culture media was changed
every other day and the cells were passaged using 0.25% trypsin-EDTA upon reaching 80% confluency.

To form spheroids, MCF7 cells were trypsinized and seeded into a non-cell-adherent petridish at a density of 250,000 cells/mL. They were then immediately placed onto a shaker with a rotation speed of 57 rpm in an incubator maintained at 37 °C and 5% CO2 for 663 days before use.

### 3.3.12. Cell encapsulation and growth in GelMA

Spheroids cultured for 3 days on the shaker were filtered sequentially using cell strainers to retain the spheroids that ranged between 40-100 μm in diameter. These spheroids were then gently centrifuged at 50g for 4 mins to pellet them down, and then resuspended in GelMA solutions of different concentrations (7.5% - 12.5% wt/vol) containing 0.01% wt/vol ascorbic acid and 2 mM LAP. The spheroid-GelMA suspension was then infused into the microfluidic device, and a microscope was used to visualize the spheroid through a 320 μm diameter pinhole in a transparency photomask. Using the microscope stage, the spheroid was positioned in the center of the pinhole, and the GelMA solution was exposed to 12 seconds of collimated UV light. This resulted in the polymerizing of the GelMA in a 320 μm diameter column around the spheroid, thus encapsulating it. 3 spheroids were encapsulated for each device (Fig. 3.1). Unpolymerized GelMA-monomer was then rinsed out with infusion of growth media into the device. The device is then connected to a syringe through polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing (cat no.: SWTT-26, Zeus) mounted to a syringe pump (Harvard apparatus model 55) delivering a maintenance flow rate of 40 μL/hour. Brightfield images of the spheroids were taken.
daily for 7 days. ImageJ software was used to measure the area of the spheroid and quantify its growth. Spheroids encapsulated for 3 days were used in the packing density and diffusion imaging experiments.

3.3.13. Packing density analysis

3 days after encapsulation, the spheroids were used for analysis of the packing density of the spheroid. CellTracker Green (C7025, ThermoFisher Scientific) dye and Hoechst 33342 (14533, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to Opti-MEM (31985070, Gibco) to a working concentration of 14.8 µM and 2 µg/mL respectively. This solution was then infused into the device, and allowed to incubate for 45 minutes before washing with DMEM. Z-stack fluorescent images with 1 µm intervals of the dyed spheroids in the device were then acquired using the sectioning mode on the Keyence BZ-710 microscope. The image was then imported into MATLAB for further calculations. The channel stained with CellTracker Green would be summed to yield entire volume of the spheroid, while the channel stained with Hoechst would be summed to yield the volume occupied by the nuclei. The packing density would be obtained by dividing the volume occupied by the nuclei over the entire spheroid’s volume.

3.3.14. Imaging of celltracker diffusion in MCF7 spheroid

The diffusion of a fluorescent dye, CellTracker, was infused into the device and the fluorescent signal was tracked using time lapse confocal microscopy at the highest frequency of acquisition. CellTracker dye was diluted to a working concentration of 14.8 µM in OptiMEM and introduced into the device as the time lapse acquisition was initiated.
Fluorescent images of a single plane of the spheroid was acquired every 2.1 seconds for a total duration of 20 minutes at which steady state concentration of CellTracker was reached in the spheroid.

3.3.15. Data analysis of CellTracker diffusion in spheroid

Concentrations of CellTracker were tracked and averaged in two equal sized control volumes with an xy-plane area measuring roughly 10×10 µm²; one in the middle of the cancer spheroid, and another roughly 10 µm from the edge of the spheroid. Concentrations from these two regions are then averaged and normalized to the highest intensities throughout the time lapse. The average concentration within these control volumes over time are then further fitted to a polynomial to obtain a smoother function for further analysis. This data was then analyzed as described using our algorithm.

3.4. Results

3.4.1. Characterization of 3D GelMA structures within the microfluidics device

The device, as described, yielded an inner chamber of height 80 µm (Fig. 3.2), as can be seen from the empty spacing between fluorescent beads embedded on the surface of the pAm hydrogels taken in the XZ projection of the chamber within the device. This distance would become the height of any of the GelMA hydrogels that were polymerized within the chamber. The external mechanical testing yielded the compressive moduli for the GelMA of different rigidities. The moduli were 7.7 kPa, 12.7 kPa and 18.6 kPa for the 7.5%, 10.0% and 12.5% GelMA concentrations respectively.
3.4.2. Simulation Results

The simulated COMSOL time dependent concentration profile using a region of constant diffusivity shows a radial inward increase in concentration over time as the molecule is diffusing in (Fig. 3.3 A-B). Based on an initial control volume width of 0.1D, and a adjacent control volume width of 0.1D, we obtained concentration profiles from which we took a temporal derivative to yield the rate of change of average concentration in each region, which is then plotted in Fig. 3.3C. Following that, the diffusion coefficient calculated for each time, and plotted in Fig 3.3D. From this, we can see that the diffusion coefficient eventually converged at $9.5 \times 10^{-10}$. This average diffusion coefficient was then compared against the known coefficient, and the error associated with each calculation was determined. Our results show that our formulation for calculating the diffusion coefficient would be within a 5% error.

To further reduce this error, we ranged the central control volume between 5% to 80% of the diameter of the circle, as well as the size of the adjacent control volumes were varied, and the errors were recalculated using the same analysis. We found that the error was at a minimum when we used a control volume length of 0.1L and an adjacent flux window of 0.05L (Fig. 3.4, 3.5)

3.4.3. Spheroid growth within encapsulation of GelMA

From the brightfield images, we were able to track the growth of the spheroids over a period of 7 days (Fig 3.6), with the daily area of the spheroid plotted in Fig 3.7. Our results show that there was no effect of the rigidity of the matrix on the growth rate of the MCF7 cancer spheroid.
3.4.4. Packing Density

The packing density values of our spheroids were also determined by taking the ratio of the volume occupied by the nuclei of the cells to the volume occupied by the entire spheroid (Fig. 3.8) as is defined elsewhere (61). The initial packing density value of the spheroid obtained prior to encapsulation was 49.8%, while the other spheroids’ packing densities post encapsulation ranged between 43% to 52% between day 2 and day 7. Overall, our results indicate that there is no statistical difference in the packing density of the spheroid over the different culture times (Fig 3.9).

3.4.5. Diffusion of FITC-dextran into acellular GelMA hydrogels

A series of pictures representative of the time lapse of FITC-dextran diffusion into the hydrogels are shown in Fig. 3.10. The average normalized concentration of FITC-dextran within an arbitrary control volume in the middle of the hydrogels is presented in Fig 4B. FITC-dextran permeated the softest 7.7 kPa GelMA hydrogel at a much higher concentration than the other 2 more rigid hydrogels. The concentration profile over time is presented in Fig. 3.11, where it is worth noting that the curve is less smooth in comparison to the data obtained from simulations. The average diffusion coefficient calculated is presented in fig 4C, and a clear observable statistical difference can be drawn between the softest 7.7kPa GelMA and the most rigid 18.6 kPa GelMA, with the % GelMA in between both.
3.4.6. Diffusion of Celltracker Dye into MCF7 Cancer Spheroid.

Representative images from the time lapse of CellTracker diffusion into the cancer spheroid is presented in Fig 3.13, showing the diffusion of CellTracker into the center of the spheroid over time. Using the average normalized concentration of CellTracker, we analyzed the diffusion coefficient at 3 regions similar to that of the simulation (Fig 3.14). In all 3 regions, the diffusivity is always highest for the spheroid encapsulated in the softest GelMA, though we only see a statistical difference in the coefficient in the core of the spheroid.

3.5. Discussion

Results obtained from testing of the algorithm against concentration profiles obtained in simulations suggested that there is an optimal control volume size with which an accurate value for the diffusion coefficient can be determined. In the first simulation, using a constant diffusion coefficient, it was observed that the bigger the control volume, the more accurate our algorithm was at predicting the diffusion coefficient. Furthermore, in this case, we did not observe any significant drawbacks with increasing control volume size. However, this trend was not reproducible in the second simulation. For a material of heterogeneous diffusivity, in this case, a material characterized by a linearly increasing diffusion coefficient, it was reported that our calculations using smaller control volumes tend to underestimate the actual diffusion coefficient while results determined with larger control volumes tend to overestimate the diffusion coefficient. Here, a control volume with a length of 0.1D appeared to be accurate in predicting the diffusion coefficient, yielding an error margin of no more than 20% in all cases tested. Considering that cancer cells are more
likely to be a material of heterogeneous diffusivity, we proceeded with the following steps using a control volume with a length of 0.1 in the xy-plane.

Spheroids encapsulated within the GelMA hydrogels exhibit a relatively linear growth trend in the first 7 days, with the spheroid in the softer 7.5% GelMA capable of growing slightly faster than its counterparts cultured in the 10% and 12.5% GelMA hydrogels. This is possibly due to the increased rigidity of the extracellular matrix, which could by mechanically resisting the growth of the spheroid. As there are slight disparities in the growth of the spheroids, we next investigated if the growth of the spheroids would impact the packing density of the cancer cells, as studies have shown that more tightly packed 3D cancer models have higher resistances towards diffusion. However, our results have shown that there are almost no differences between the packing density of the spheroids cultured in the softer GelMA and the packing density of the spheroid cultured in the more rigid GelMA.

The first application of our algorithm was done in experiments observing the diffusion of 40kDa FITC-Dextran into acellular GelMA hydrogels of different rigidities. We observed a predictable trend where the more concentrated GelMA hydrogels corresponded to a lower diffusion coefficient. It is also worth noting, as can be seen from the concentration curve, that the concentration of 40kDa FITC-dextran in the hydrogel at equilibrium decreases as the concentration/rigidity of the GelMA increases. This is due to the decreasing volume of free space within the hydrogel with increasing GelMA concentration, leading to a lower partition coefficient within the more rigid hydrogels.

CellTracker was used in our cellular experiments as a method of tracking diffusion of molecules through the spheroid due to its low cytotoxicity, high fluorescent signal
retention over time and its biochemical properties; It permeates the cell membrane readily, and the ester groups within the rings are hydrolyzed rapidly by esterases in the cytosol to yield fluorescein, which is similar in molecular weight to the CellTracker precursor. This was important as significant changes in molecular weight would alter the diffusion coefficient of the molecule. Thus, by utilizing a molecule where the hydrolyzed fluorescent product was of a similar molecular weight, we were able to make the assumption that both reactant and product had similar diffusion coefficients. However, by using CellTracker in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol, and with the use of low powered lasers on the confocal microscope to minimize the cellular exposure to damaging radiation, our results contained a significant amount of noise. To resolve this, the average concentration profile over time was fitted to a polynomial curve, of which the polynomial projection was analyzed using our algorithm. The goodness-of-fit was calculated with the R-squared value, and the high values (>0.9) was indicative of a good fit.

The results of our cellular experiments have determined that the difference between the diffusivities of the spheroid is spatially dependent. Like in our simulations, we chose 3 different regions, right in the center of the spheroid (r0), halfway between the center and the radius of the spheroid (r1) and at the radius of the spheroid (r2) for determining the diffusivity. The diffusivity between the rigidities is not statistically different at the regions r1 and r2, but it was significantly higher right in the center of the softer spheroid in comparison with the two stiffer spheroids. However, we do not see the general trend of an increasing diffusivity as we approach the center of the spheroid in the other 2 spheroids encapsulated in stiffer environments, which eliminates the possibility that this increase in diffusivity is hypoxia linked. One possibility is that despite not seeing a difference in the
growth rates of the spheroids, nor any changes in the packing density, the intercellular stress experienced by the spheroid encapsulated in the softest GelMA hydrogel is lower than that experienced by the other spheroids encapsulated in the GelMA hydrogels of higher rigidity. One of the effects of this lower stress could manifest as a higher diffusion coefficient in the spheroid encapsulated in this hydrogel.
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3.7. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have formulated and characterized a novel way of determining the diffusion coefficient of fluorescent molecules within cancer spheroids. This method was then tested against simulations generated using the COMSOL Multiphysics FEM package to optimize the resolution of the calculations by modifying the size of the control volumes in which the average diffusion coefficients can be obtained. Additionally, we
showed its utility in diffusion amongst acellular hydrogels and further tested it in the diffusion of CellTracker fluorescent dye in MCF7 spheroids cultured in GelMA hydrogels of different rigidities. In doing so, we have not only discovered that there is a difference in the diffusivity even within the spheroid, but we have also determined that the extracellular matrix plays a key role in modulating the diffusivity within the cancer spheroid. Such methods may be utilized in drug design as novel drugs are being discovered to help understand their transport capabilities within *in vitro* cancer platforms.
3.8. Figures

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the encapsulation of MCF7 Spheroids in the microfluidic device.

Starting with the fabricated microfluidic device, we infused a suspension of MCF7 spheroids in GelMA solution into its main chamber using a syringe connected to some tubing. The device is then mounted onto a microscope stage where we can visualize singular spheroids through a hole in a photomask through the lens of the microscope. Upon finding an isolated spheroid, collimated UV light is projected through the hole to polymerize the GelMA solution around the spheroid, thereby trapping it.
Figure 3.2: Z-stack image of the encapsulated spheroid

A z-stack image of the encapsulated spheroid is presented in the figure on top. An x-y plane of the figure along the dotted lines is presented in the bottom row. The left most figure represents the top x-y plane, the middle figure represents the middle of the gel and the right most figure represents the lowest dotted line. Vertical scale bar: 20 μm. Horizontal scale bar: 200 μm.
Figure 3.3: Simulation of diffusion within a disk

(A, top row) Time lapse of a simulated concentration profile of a known molecule throughout the disk for which \( D = 1 \times 10^{-9} \). Letting \( T \) be the time when steady state is reached, the top row shows the concentration profile at 0.017\( T \), 0.083\( T \) and 0.3\( T \) respectively. In the top left, 3 boxed regions along the radius of the disk highlight regions of which we are trying to determine the diffusion coefficient for. (B) Total concentration profiles for each region. The cyan line represents region 1, the purple line represents region 2 and the red line represents region 3. (B) The total flux into each of the regions, with the cyan line representing region 1, the purple line representing region 2 and the red line representing region 3. (C) Determination of the diffusivity in the disk. Here we were able to obtain the values with a 95% percent accuracy, yielding a value of 9.5\( \times 10^{-10} \) in comparison to the assigned value of 1\( \times 10^{-9} \).
We ranged the sizes of all 3 regions (region 1 in blue, region 2 in red and region 3 in grey) in which we determine the diffusivity for. The length of the region where we perform the calculation for is normalized to the diameter of the spheroid, denoted L. For a region box length of 0.05L, we see large errors in our predicted value, ranging from 5% in the inner core to 30% in the most radially distal region. As the region size is increased to 10% of the diameter, we see the error half, with the most external region around 15%, with the error in the core with a value of ~1%. The error values further diminished as we increased the region size to 0.15L, with region 1 and 2 with >1% error, and ~5% error in the most distal region 3.
Figure 3.5: **Determination of optimal region size for the control volume and flux windows.**

(F) The error associated with our calculation of the diffusion coefficient in region 1. The control area size ranges from 0.05D to 0.8D, while the length of the flux window ranges from 0.0125L to 0.05L. (G) the error associated with our calculation of the diffusion coefficient in region 3. The control area size ranges from 0.05D to 0.8D, while the length of the flux window ranges from 0.0125L to 0.05L.
Figure 3.6: Brightfield images of the MCF7 cancer spheroid over 7 days in GelMA matrices of different stiffnesses.

MCF7 cancer spheroid growing in GelMA of different stiffnesses: 7.7 kPa GelMA (top row), 12.7 kPa GelMA (middle row) and 18.6 kPa GelMA (bottom row) from day 0 to day 7. Scalebar denotes 100 μm.
Figure 3.7: Normalized spheroid area from day 0 to day 7 in GelMA matrices of different stiffnesses

The graph plots the area of MCF7 spheroids normalized to the day 0 size when encapsulated over 7 days in 7.5% (blue), 10.0% (red) and 12.5% (green) GelMA.
Figure 3.8: Celltracker and hoescht dye permeating into the spheroid

(Left) Celltracker dye permeating into the MCF7 cancer spheroid. The outline of the spheroid is denoted with the dotted line. (Right) Hoescht nuclear dye permeating into the same MCF7 spheroid.
Figure 3.9: Determination of packing density in spheroids encapsulated at different GelMA concentrations.

The packing density of the MCF7 cancer spheroids at different GelMA concentrations remains statistically unchanged over time despite differences in the stiffness of the GelMA around it.
Figure 3.10: Diffusion of 40kDa FITC-dextran into acellular GelMA gels.

Diffusion of fluorescent 40kDa dextran molecules into acellular GelMA matrices of different stiffnesses (7.7 kPa - top, 12.7 kPa - middle, 18.6 kPa - bottom). Scalebar denotes 100 μm.
Figure 3.11: The concentration profile of FITC-dextran over time for the middle of the GelMA matrices of different concentrations.

The concentration profile of FITC-dextran was obtained by tracking the intensity of the fluorescence in the center of GelMA hydrogels of different stiffnesses over time (7.5\% GelMA – blue, 10.0\% GelMA – purple, 12.5\% GelMA – red)
Figure 3.12: Determined diffusion coefficient of each hydrogel.

We determined the diffusion coefficient of each hydrogel using the same method as applied in the simulation. The diffusivity of FITC-dextran within the hydrogels of different stiffnesses decreases with increasing stiffness.
Figure 3.13: Celltracker diffusion into spheroids encapsulated in GelMA hydrogels of different rigidities.

The diffusion of celltracker into the spheroid slows down as the rigidity of the GelMA increases. Representative images were obtained at the same time points for spheroids in each rigidity. Scalebar denotes 40 μm.
The diffusion coefficient for each rigidity at different regions were calculated ($r_0 =$ center, $r_1 = 0.5$ radius and $r_2 =$ at the outer radius of the spheroid). The diffusion coefficients for the spheroid grown softest 7.7 kPa gel appeared to be higher than the others, though it was only statistically significant in the most inner core of the spheroid.
Chapter 4: The development of an integrated multi-organ organ-on-a-chip platform

4.1. Abstract

Over the years, organ-on-a-chip technology has attracted much attention for its ability to recapitulate basic functions of organs within small microfluidic chips, making them excellent test beds for novel drug compounds (23, 25, 89, 99, 106, 107). Furthermore, they have the potential to be integrated together to allow the same media to perfuse through different types of organ-on-a-chip platforms, effectively mimicking systemic circulation in the body, and overall allowing us to recreate whole human physiologies in vitro (23, 94, 99, 104, 107, 110). However, only a handful of studies have combined multiple organ-on-a-chip platforms together due to inherent difficulties such as conflicting media conditions, etc (115, 116, 134). To this end, we demonstrate a proof-of-concept integrated organ-on-a-chip device can be linked together and ongoing viability over the short term of 7 days. Furthermore, we show each tissue retaining their characteristic function: Liver – metabolism and albumin secretion, cardiac – beating, muscle – myotube formation and cancer – continual growth, in this integrated system. To demonstrate how patient specific cells can be used in these systems, we have differentiated beating cardiomyocytes from induced pluripotent stem cells that possess the same genomic library as the person it was isolated from. As more organ-chips are created from patient derived cell sources, we will be able to integrate them to create “you-on-a-chip” – a multi-organ patient-specific in vitro platform to completely reflect the patient’s own physiology.
4.2. Introduction

In the past decade, scientists have worked on \textit{in vitro} microphysiological systems that transcend 2-D cell culture by integrating material science, mechanical and chemical engineering to recapitulate higher order functions exhibited by tissues and organs (22, 90, 94, 104). These systems have been touted to succeed animal models in drug testing, as they may be proven to be more relevant to human physiology, considering that their cell sources come from humans (23, 94, 110). Additionally, such microphysiological platforms allow us to circumvent diffusion limitations seen in larger tissue samples due to its smaller size, and also use less volume to achieve the same effect, thereby saving reagents and money in the long run.

One such example is the lung-on-a-chip system where Ingber and colleagues have elegantly incorporated the mechanical aspects of the expansion of the lung with the dual layer cell culture reflecting alveolar epithelial cells on one side and blood vessel endothelial cells on another (22, 94). They have also demonstrated that these cells can interact even with immune cells that is flowed through the device as bacteria is introduced into the “alveolar region”. These immune cells injected into the device from the “blood vessel” layer can attach themselves onto the endothelial wall lining and transmigrate through the different layers to kill the bacteria.

These organ-on-a-chip devices can even be built using induced pluripotent derived cells, such as Healy and colleagues’ heart-on-a-chip model, where iPSC derived cardiomyocytes were cultured for 3 days in the device and exhibited continual beating (99). Another prominent example is the liver on a chip device designed by Schepers et al. where iPSC derived hepatocytes were injected into a microfluidic platform (92). Such platforms
may eventually find use in personalized medicine where a patient’s own cells can be biopsied, made pluripotent, expanded and then differentiated into many different types of cells that contain his own genomic data (25, 90, 107, 116). Drugs tested on these patient specific platforms have been suggest to reflect the patient’s own response to different compounds, and hence can be used as an indicator for drug toxicity or efficacy.

However, despite the emergence of many such platforms, few have attempted to integrate multiple organ-on-a-chip systems to examine organ-organ cross talk (115, 116, 134). One big challenge to such integration experiments is the vastly different culture conditions that each organ needs to be subject to in order for the cells to function as they should. In one instance, Shuler and colleagues have devised a multiple-organ-on-a-chip platform that creates different types of tissues in different wells perfused by the same media. Within this platform he plated cell lines originating from liver hepatocarcinoma, bone marrow myeloid cancer and colon cancer, which are cells with common culture conditions. Cross-talk between the liver cells and the cancer was observed as Tegafur, an prodrug form of 5-fluorouracil was introduced into the culture (115).

Here in this chapter, I will go over the first steps to successfully integrating multiple organ-on-a-chip platforms together to achieve a culture condition that allows for cohesive viability amongst the cells. In this study, we have integrated organ-on-a-chip platforms with tissues belonging to heart, muscle, cancer and liver. We further characterize the functionality of each tissue, such as albumin secretion in the liver, cardiac beating in the heart. We also demonstrate how induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) can be integrated, by using iPSC derived cardiomyocytes for our heart-on-a-chip platform.
4.3 Materials and Methods

4.3.1. Fabrication of Silicon Mold

Micropatterned silicon molds were fabricated according to the protocol as described previously. In brief, microfluidic channels were photolithographically defined using NR9-1500PY negative photoresist (Futurrex, Frankling, NJ, USA) on a 4-inch diameter Si wafer. The Si wafer with the photoresist defined was then etched using the deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) process. In the DRIE process, SF6 gas was flowed at 100 sccm throughout the 11 seconds of reaction time, followed by a passivation cycle when C4F8 gas was flowed at 80 sccm for 7 s. A 75 μm of etching depth was achieved under the etching rate of about 0.7 μm per cycle. After the DRIE process, the NR9-1500PY photoresist was removed by immersing in acetone for 4 hours before rinsing with methanol, isopropanol, and deionized water. The Si mold was then dried under compressed nitrogen gas and silanized by vapor deposition of trichlorosilane (TCI Inc, Portland, OR, USA) to facilitate PDMS molding and removal.

4.3.2. Fabrication of the Microfluidic Device

The microfluidic device was fabricated with minor modifications from a previous protocol (100). Once assembled, the device will contain a trilayer hydrogel system where cancer spheroid-laden GelMA hydrogels are sandwiched between thin polyacrylamide (pAm) hydrogel sheets. The fabrication and assembly is described as follows:
Methacrylation of cover glass

Cover glass on which thin pAm hydrogels were synthesized were functionalized with methacrylate groups to allow for chemical tethering of hydrogels containing vinyl groups. This was achieved by treating cover slips with a silanizing solution comprised 1.9 mL ethanol, 60 µL of 10% glacial acetic acid and 40 µL of 3-(Trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (cat no.: 440159; Sigma Aldrich) for 5 minutes at room temperature. The surface modified cover slips were then washed by submerging into pure ethanol with gentle stirring for 10 minutes several times before drying at 50 °C for 5 minutes. The cover slips were then used immediately.

pAm hydrogel formation

Thin sheets of pAm hydrogels were formed on 24x50 mm rectangular and 12 mm diameter round methacrylate-functionalized cover slips. This was done by first mixing a pAm hydrogel precursor solution comprising 4% (w/v) acrylamide (cat no.: A3553; Sigma Aldrich), 0.2% (w/v) bis-acrylamide (cat no.: 146072; Sigma Aldrich), 0.1% (w/v) ammonium persulfate (APS) (cat no.: A3678; Sigma Aldrich), and 0.1% (v/v) N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine (cat no.: T9281; Sigma Aldrich) in PBS. 5 µL of this solution was then immediately pipetted onto the middle of the 24x50 mm rectangular cover slip and covered immediately with an untreated 12 mm diameter cover slip. The resulting coverslip containing the hydrogel forms the base onto which the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) device can be bonded on. Similarly, 5 µL of this solution was also immediately pipetted onto the middle of the 22x22 mm untreated square cover slip and covered immediately with the methacrylated 12 mm diameter cover slip. Both pAm hydrogels were left to form
for 30 minutes at room temperature in a humidity chamber before removal of the untreated cover slips, leaving only pAm hydrogel disks tethered to the methacrylated surfaces of the cover slips.

**PDMS molding and bonding**

A 5 µL droplet of DI water was first pipetted on the circular region of the fabricated silicon mold before the pAm hydrogel-tethered cover slip was placed on it, with the hydrogel surface down. PDMS (Sylgard 184, Ellsworth Adhesives) polymer solution was mixed with its curing agent at a ratio of 10:1 by mass and degassed under vacuum to remove bubbles from the mixture. The PDMS solution was then slowly poured onto the wafer containing the cover slips and baked at 55 °C for 2 hours. The cured PDMS is then detached from the wafer, along with the hydrogel-tethered cover slip embedded on the inner surface.

**Bonding of PDMS to glass coverslip**

The PDMS obtained from the previous step and the methacrylated glass coverslip with a polyacrylamide hydrogel synthesized on it is submerged in 2-propanol and placed in a sonicating bath for 5 minutes to remove dust and other particles that may have attached to the surface. After sonicating, remaining 2-propanol on the surface of the PDMS and the glass cover slip is dried under compressed air and placed in a 80 °C oven for 5 minutes to remove remaining trace 2-propanol. After drying, the PDMS is then bonded to the pAm hydrogel tethered rectangular cover slip at 110 °C for 2 hours following UV-ozone treatment. Following the bonding of PDMS to the glass cover slip, we obtain a perfusable
microfluidic chamber whereby the top and bottom of the chamber is covered with thin pAm hydrogels.

4.3.3. MCF7, Huh7 and C2C12 Cell culture

MCF7, Huh7 and C2C12 cells were cultured on tissue culture plates in growth media containing high glucose Dubecco media with L-glutamine (Hyclone), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Gibco) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (100U/mL) (Gibco). Culture media was changed every other day and the cells were passaged using 0.25% trypsin-EDTA upon reaching 80% confluency.

4.3.4. Spheroid Formation from MCF7 Cells

To form spheroids, MCF7 cells were trypsinized and seeded into a non-cell-adherent petridish at a density of 100,000 cells/mL. They were then immediately placed onto a shaker with a rotation speed of 57 rpm in an incubator maintained at 37 °C and 5% CO2 for 3 days before use.

4.3.5. iPSC cell culture

Human induced-pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) were generously provided by Dr. Joe Wu and the Stanford Cardiovascular Institute. A 6-well plate was coated with Matrigel (Corning) overnight to make the substrate suitable for hiPSC attachment under feeder-free conditions. The cells were then plated in clusters and grown in mTeSR-1 (StemCell Technologies), a feeder-free maintenance medium. To ensure the cells retained pluripotency prior to differentiation, the hiPSC were split and re-plated several times. To
prepare for differentiation, hiPSCs were dissociated into single cells using a 15-minute treatment with 0.5mM EDTA in PBS. The cells were plated into a Matrigel-coated 12-well dish at a density of 150000 cells/well, then cultured in mTeSR-1 medium until the start of differentiation

4.3.6. Differentiation of iPSCs to beating myocardial precursors

Human iPSC were differentiated into myocardial precursors using a three-step protocol (135). The hiPSC were grown to 90-95% confluency before starting differentiation. The basal cardiac differentiation media consisted of 500μg/mL Albumax I Lipid-rich BSA (ThermoFisher) and 213μg/mL L-ascorbic acid (Sigma) in RPMI 1640 (11875, Gibco). Medium was changed every other day, within 1 hour deviation from the time of media change of the previous step. For day 0 – day 2, the medium was supplemented with 6μM CHIR99021 (Selleck Chemicals). On day 2, medium was changed to CDM3 supplemented with 2μM Wnt C-59 (Selleck Chemicals). From day 4 onwards, medium was changed to basal media every other day. Spontaneously contracting cells were noted around day 7, and by day 10 most of the well contained contracting myocytes.

4.3.7. Synthesis of lithium phenyl-2,4,6-trimethylbenzoylphosphinate (LAP) as a photoinitiator

To synthesize LAP, first, 2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl chloride was added drop wise to an equal molar quantity of dimethyl phenylphosphonite under argon while stirring at room temperature. This mixture was allowed to react for 18 hours. Next, the temperature of the reaction mixture was increased to 50 °C while 4 molar excess of lithium bromide mixed
with 2-butanone was added to the reaction mixture, resulting in precipitation to form within 10 minutes. After precipitation, the temperature was cooled to room temperature and allowed to rest for 4 hours. Next, to ensure complete removal of excess lithium bromide, the precipitate was collected by filtration and washed three times using 2-butanone. Finally, the product was dried using a vacuum to remove excess 2-butanone, yielding LAP.

4.3.8. Synthesis of Gelatin Methacrylate (GelMA)

Gelatin was methacrylated in accordance with the protocol described elsewhere. In brief, 10g of bovine skin gelatin (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in 100 mL of PBS and stirred at 60 °C for roughly 1 hour to achieve complete solvation. Next the solution was lowered to 50°C, after which, 8mL of methacrylic anhydride (cat no.: 276685; Sigma Aldrich) was added to the solution drop wise with vigorous stirring. The solution was kept at 50°C with vigorous stirring for an hour after the addition was complete, after which, it is quenched with 2x the volume of PBS (200 mL). The solution was then dialyzed against milliQ water using 12–14 kDa cutoff dialysis tubing (Spectrum Laboratories, Rancho Dominguez, CA, USA) for one week (3 times per day water change) at 40 °C to remove trace contaminants. Next, the GelMA solution was frozen in liquid nitrogen and lyophilized in a freeze dryer for 4 days before being stored at −20 °C until usage.

4.3.9. MCF7 spheroid encapsulation in microfluidic device

Spheroids cultured for 3 days on the shaker were filtered sequentially using cell strainers to retain the spheroids that ranged between 40-100 µm in diameter. These spheroids were
then gently centrifuged at 50g for 4 mins to pellet them down, and then resuspended in 10.0% (wt/vol) GelMA solutions containing 0.01% wt/vol ascorbic acid and 2 mM LAP. The spheroid-GelMA suspension was then infused into the microfluidic device, and a microscope was used to visualize the spheroid through a 320 µm diameter pinhole in a transparency photomask. Using the microscope stage, the spheroid was positioned in the center of the pinhole, and the GelMA solution was exposed to 12 seconds of collimated UV light. This resulted in the polymerizing of the GelMA in a 320 µm diameter column around the spheroid, thus encapsulating it. >3 spheroids were encapsulated for each device. Unpolymerized GelMA-monomer was then rinsed out with infusion of growth media into the device. The device is then connected to a syringe through polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing (cat no.: SWTT-26, Zeus) mounted to a syringe pump (Harvard apparatus model 55) delivering a maintenance flow rate of 40 µL/hour for a day before integration with other organ-on-a-chip systems.

4.3.10. Huh7 encapsulation in microfluidic device

Huh7 cells were trypsinized from the tissue culture dishes and resuspended in 10.0% (wt/vol) GelMA solutions containing 0.01% wt/vol ascorbic acid and 2 mM LAP at a concentration of 2 million cells/ 100 µL GelMA. The cell-GelMA suspension was then slowly infused into the microfluidic device, after which UV light was shone through a photomask containing pinholes of 500 by 100 ellipses for 15 seconds. This resulted in the polymerizing of an array of GelMA ellipses. Unpolymerized GelMA-monomer was then rinsed out with infusion of growth media into the device. The device is then connected to a syringe through polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tubing (cat no.: SWTT-26, Zeus)
mounted to a syringe pump (Harvard apparatus model 55) delivering a maintenance flow rate of 40 µL/hour for a day before integration with other organ-on-a-chip systems.

4.3.11. Formation of PAm mold patterns for cardiac and skeletal muscle tissues

To induce directional alignment of muscle tissues, polyacrylamide was used to create pillars (for skeletal muscle) and linear walls (for cardiac muscle). To do so, we employed a 3D photopatterning method described previously (Ref Shruti/Areas paper). First, a precursor solution composed of 10% PEG-DA in PBS was prepared. The photoinitiator, LAP, was added at a concentration of 2mM, and the solution was perfused into the device. For linear walls, a transparency photomask with line patterns of 200µm width and 500µm separation was obtained and mounted onto the stage of a fluorescence microscope, centered over an open spot in the lens turret. The device was positioned on top of the pattern of the photomask, exposed to collimated UV light of approximately 365 ± 40nm excitation wavelength for 30 seconds. The regions of the hydrogel precursor solution exposed to the UV light polymerized, resulting in lines, which would act as “walls” to confine the cells longitudinally. Unreacted solution was removed by repeatedly washing with PBS. For pillars, the process was repeated using a transparency photomask with circular patterns of 200µm and inter-pillar distance of 500µm. Thus, the complete device was constructed with PEG-DA hydrogel walls and pillars for the two muscle tissues. The device was sterilized under UV light for 1 hour prior to cell encapsulation.
4.3.12. Encapsulation of C2C12 cells in microfluidic device

The C2C12 mouse murine myoblast cell line was obtained from ATCC. The cells were cultured in growth medium (GM), composed of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s high glucose medium (HyClone) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). The cells were grown to 70% confluency and passaged prior to usage in the experiments.

A 7% (wt/v) GelMA solution in PBS was prepared by dissolving the GelMA powder in PBS at 60°C for 30 minutes. This solution was syringe filtered with 0.22μm to remove contaminants and insoluble components. C2C12 cells were mixed into the GelMA solution at a cell density of 15 million cells/mL before adding 0.01% ascorbic acid (Sigma Aldrich), a free-radical scavenger, and 2mM LAP, a photoinitiator.

The cell-laden hydrogel solution was injected into the fluidics device with a syringe. A transparency photomask containing a capsule pattern was placed onto the fluorescence microscope as described previously. The device was mounted on the photomask and manually positioned to locate two pillars within the capsule shape using the microscope eyepiece under brightfield illumination. This region was exposed to UV light for 12-15 seconds to photopolymerize the GelMA solution containing the C2C12 cells. This process was repeated several times within one device to obtain up to 10 samples. Unreacted monomer solution and cells were washed away with sterile PBS. Thus, the 3D skeletal muscle-on-a-chip with cells patterned between and around anchoring pillars was created.

The samples were cultured in growth media for 24 hours, then switched to differentiation media, composed of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s high glucose medium.
(Hyclone) supplemented with 2% horse serum (HS, Omega Scientific) and 2% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco), to induce cell differentiation and fusion. Media was supplied to the cells within the device through a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus) at a constant flow rate of 40μL/hour in an incubator set at 37°C and 10% CO2.

4.3.13. Encapsulation of iPSC derived myocardiac cells in microfluidic device

Differentiated hiPSC were seeded into the microfluidics device. First, the UV sterilized device containing PEG-DA hydrogel walls was perfused with Matrigel and incubated for at least 2 hours to prepare the glass surface for cell attachment. Differentiated hiPSC-cardiomyocytes between day 12-18 of differentiation were dissociated with TrypLE solution (Gibco) for 15 minutes, then strained through a 70μm cell strainer to remove excess extracellular matrix. Cells were packed at a high density of 40 million cells/mL and infused into the Matrigel-coated device, then incubated at 37°C for 1 hour to allow for cell attachment. After hiPSC-cardiomyocytes had attached to the glass, unattached cells were washed away with multiple washes with both PBS and media. Samples were cultured in basal cardiac media supplemented with ROCK inhibitor at 2μM (Thiazovivin, Selleck Chemicals) and 30% knockout serum replacement (Gibco) for the first 2 days after cell seeding, after which the media was changed to basal cardiac media. Media was supplied to the cells within the device through a syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus) at a constant flow rate of 40μL/hour in an incubator set at 37°C and 10% CO2.
4.3.14. Integrating different organ-on-a-chip devices with a peristaltic pump

A 3-inch long segment of platinum cured silicone tubing (ID 0.025”, cat. no: 51845K67, McMaster-Carr) is autoclaved alongside other segments of PTFE tubing (26 gauge), and a PDMS disk with 2 1-mm holes punched through it (1 cm diameter, 0.5cm thickness). After the autoclave step, all components were stored under a germicidal UV lamp in the biosafety cabinet for further sterilization.

To integrate multiple organ-on-a-chip devices using the tubing, the stiffer PTFE tubing was inserted into the silicone tubing to join both segments of tubing together. This junction was sealed further with paraffin (parafilm, cat. no.: EF9896A). The elastic silicone was then looped tightly around the wheel of the peristaltic pump (cat. no.: EW-73160-30, Cole-Parmer) with the outlet tubing connected to a series of organ-on-a-chip microfluidic devices and the inlet tubing connected to a reservoir of media. As the peristaltic pump cycles, it draws up the media from the reservoir to inject it into the microfluidic devices, which is connected to the reservoir at the outlet so that fluid injected into through the microfluidic devices drains back into the reservoir to keep its volume constant. We connected the organ-on-a-chip devices in the order from the liver-on-a-chip, to the heart-on-a-chip, to the cancer-on-a-chip to the muscle-on-a-chip and then cycling the media back to the reservoir (Fig 4.1 – 4.3).

4.3.15. Characterization of flow through an integrated system

Characterization of the bulk flow rate across multiple chips

To determine the bulk flow rate of media through different numbers of chips, we connected a different number of chips (2, 3, 4 and 5) to the peristaltic pump, and varied the
settings on the peristaltic pump from 5 to 99. For each setting and number of chips, we collected the outflow from the series of chips for 5 minutes, to obtain an average flow rate in µL/min.

**Time lapse capture of the peristaltic flow in each chip**

For characterization of the peristaltic nature of the flow in each chip, we perfused fluorescent nanoparticles (FluoSpheres, cat. no.: F8811, ThermoFisher Scientific) suspended in DI water at 0.5% vol/vol through a series of 5 microfluidic devices. We next took turns mounting each device on a microscope with time-lapse capabilities and obtained a video of the flow.

**Analysis of the peristaltic flow**

The video obtained during the time lapse capture is then analyzed using a MATLAB script written in-house. First, the video is recompiled into a z-stack image, and converted into a binary image using a threshold of 2.5 times the average intensity of every pixel in the image; every pixel below the threshold was assigned a value of 0 while every pixel above the threshold was assigned a value of 1. We next cleaned the image up using the built-in MATLAB function `bwareaopen`, to remove objects smaller than 10 pixels in the image, leaving us with a sparse number of objects left in each image in the z-stack.

To determine the displacement of these objects between each image in the z-stack, we used the built-in MATLAB function `xcorr2`, to compare the current image with the very next image. This result yielded the shift in the x-y plane between the first and second
image, which we were able to use to obtain displacements between every 2 frames in the z-stack.

4.3.16. Growth analysis for the cancer-on-a-chip

Brightfield pictures of each cancer spheroid encapsulated within its GelMA hydrogel in the cancer-on-a-chip device was captured at every 24 hour intervals starting from day 0. From these images, the cross-sectional area of the cancer spheroid was obtained by tracing around the spheroid using ImageJ. Each cross sectional area was then normalized to the area obtained on day 0.

4.3.17. Albumin Assay

Sandwich enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was performed to assess the daily liver function by monitoring the secreted human albumin concentration over a 7 day period. In short, 1 ml of media was collected daily from the reservoir and frozen at -80°C for use in subsequent analysis. After 7 days of media collection, liver function was assessed via measurement of human albumin concentrations using the Human Albumin ELISA Quantitation Set (Bethyl Labs, Catalogue no. E80-129) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

4.3.18. Beating frequency and analysis

A time lapse video of iPSC derived cardiomyocyte beating was captured at 20 Hz everyday and analyzed in MATLAB to study its beating frequency. One of the frames during which the cardiomyocytes are in its relaxed state is used as a reference frame, with
which every other frame in the z-stack is compared to. To simplify this comparison, we summed the absolute value of the difference between the reference stack and the current stack. Using this method, images during which the cardiomyocyte sheet is relaxed would more closely resemble the reference stack would yield a sum that is closer to 0 in comparison with the contracted tense images. We then proceed to plot this summed value for the time span of the video.

4.3.19. Immunofluorescent staining for myosin heavy chain in myotube bundles and α-actinin and connexin 43 in the iPSC derived cardiomyocytes

To demonstrate the continual expression of tissue specific proteins after integrating multiple organ-on-a-chip platforms, we used immunofluorescent staining to get a qualitative conformation of the presence of these markers. For the muscle-on-a-chip device, we stained for myosin heavy chain (MF20), while for the heart-on-a-chip device, we stained for cardiomyocyte-specific α-actinin, as well as connexin 43 to indicate the presence of gap junctions through which membrane potentials are transferred. For this, PBS was injected through the device to rinse off remaining before before 4% paraformaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, cat#: 158127) was injected and incubated for 8 minutes. After that, blocking/permeabilizing buffer containing 0.1% Triton-X 100 (ThermoFisher Scientific, cat#: 28313) and 3% bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich, cat #5611) was injected into both devices for an hour at room temperature. After blocking, immunofluorescent antibodies, myosin heavy chain (MF20, Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank) for the muscle-on-a-chip, and α-actinin and connexin 32 antibodies were diluted 1:100 in blocking buffer, and injected into each device. The antibody solution was
allowed to incubate for an hour at room temperature, before rinsing out with additional blocking buffer. Fluorescently labelled secondary antibodies that target the primary antibodies are then diluted 1:250 in blocking buffer and injected into each device, and allowed to incubate for an additional hour at room temperature before rinsing out with additional blocking buffer. The devices are then imaged under a fluorescent microscope to visualize the presence of the respective tissue specific markers.

4.3.20. Live/dead assay for viability

To demonstrate viability in each chip, the Live/Dead assay for mammalian cells (cat. no.: L3224, ThermoFisher Scientific) was used, where upon staining, live cells will be labelled fluorescent green while dead cells would be labelled with fluorescent red. In brief, live/dead solution containing 1 µL of the EthD-1 stock solution and 0.25 µL of the calcein AM stock solution diluted up to 0.5 mL with Opti-MEM was prepared in accordance with the manufacturer’s protocol. The chips to be stained were first injected with PBS to rinse of remaining media before the live/dead solution was injected into the device and allowed to incubate at 37 °C for 30 minutes to ensure complete permeabilizing into the tissue. After incubating, the remaining solution was rinsed off with an injection of PBS, and then imaged using a fluorescent microscope.

4.4. Results and Discussion

4.4.1. Acellular characterization of flow through the organ-on-a-chip platforms

*Bulk flow characterization results*
The overall flow rate for our set up ranges between 1 to 15 µL/min, which converts to 60 to 900 µL/hr (Fig. 4.4). As we increase the number of chips, in general, the flow rate decreases due to the increased resistance in the channels due to the additional length, except when the setting is set to the fastest pump rate of 99, where there is no difference regardless of the number of chips is placed in the loop. Since we have optimized our previous studies to utilize a flow-through rate of 40 µL/hr, we ran the peristaltic pump setup at a rate of 5.

**Characterization of flow velocity**

Our characterization of the flow velocity within each chip showed us that in the first chip, the flow velocity would spike at regular intervals to 7 µm/s within the first chip, in sync with when the peristaltic pump would inject a bolus of media into it. From the second chip on, we can see that the flow profile becomes smoother, and the oscillations become progressively more attenuated, slowly settling down to a smooth constant velocity flow rate of approximately 3 µm/s in the 4th and 5th chips in the chain (Fig. 4.5).

4.4.2. **Viability and functionality of the liver-on-a-chip device after 7 days of integrated co-culture**

In the first few days of the integration, many of the Huh7 cells migrated from within the GelMA hydrogel to the edge, lining the construct’s perimeter. The cells then continue to grow in the hydrogel to form multicellular masses (Fig. 4.6). The structural integrity of the GelMA hydrogel was also visibly weakened, possibly in response to degradation by the Huh7 cells to accommodate its growth and migration. The device had ~95% viability after the same time of co-culture in the integrated device (Fig. 4.7), with dead cells
dispersed throughout each construct. We hypothesize that this cell death is due to starvation, as it would be difficult for the nutrients to diffuse in high concentrations into the middle of the multicellular spheroids.

4.4.3. Viability and functionality of the heart-on-a-chip device after 7 days of integrated co-culture

The heart-on-a-chip device was assembled using cells differentiated on 12-well plates, and was only integrated with the other devices after contraction was observed in a singular flow through device. After 7 days of integrated culture, the iPSC-derived cardiomyocytes remain confined to their strips in 2-D (Fig. 4.8). It was difficult to determine if the cells had proliferated, as the cell strips were already confluent before integrating with the other devices. However, the viability of the cells in the cell strip was poorer in the cardiomyocyte device in comparison to the cells from other devices (~85-90%) (Fig. 4.9), with the death cells homogenously distributed throughout the tissue. We hypothesize that this is due to the increased sensitivity of the iPSC derived cardiomyocytes to the culture conditions, in comparison to the other cell lines. By integrating the iPSC derived cardiomyocytes with other cells, the other cells are dynamically changing the components of the media, which may inadvertently affect the viability of the cardiomyocytes.

We also assessed the persistence of the differentiation of the iPSC cardiomyocytes through immunofluorescent staining. After 7 days of integrated co-culture, the cardiomyocyte strips stained positive for α-actinin, a marker for cardiomyocytes, connexin-43, a marker for the formation of gap-junctions through which ionic currents can flow
through to synchronize the contractions of the cells in the strip (Fig. 4.10). This attests that the integration of the heart-on-a-chip system does not negatively influence the phenotype of the differentiated cardiomyocytes over the culture period of 7 days.

Spontaneous contraction of the cell strip was also observed throughout the integrated co-culture period. We expressed this in terms of an average deviation from the relaxed state, which was plotted in Fig. 4.11. The beating frequency for each of the 7 days were obtained, which is then presented in Fig. 4.12. Before integrating into the device, the beating frequency was higher than in the integrated device. Immediately after integration, the measured frequency fell to 0.3 Hz at 24 hours and was undetectable at 48 hours. However, between day 3 to day 7, contraction of the cardiac strip resumed and stabilized around 0.5 Hz, which is still lower than before the integration. This suggests that the integration itself has an adverse effect on the beating, which can be affected by the culture media composition as well. We hypothesize that the co-culture in the integrated system would lead to a nutrient depletion overtime, which then resulted in the lower beating frequency of the cardiomyocytes observed here.

4.4.4. Viability and functionality of the cancer-on-a-chip device after 7 days of integrated co-culture

After encapsulation, the MCF7 spheroids showed continual growth within the device even after integration (Fig. 4.13). The cancer-on-a-chip retained the highest viability across the devices, with the viability close to 100% across all samples (Fig. 4.14). This growth is plotted in Fig. 4.15.
4.4.5. Viability and functionality of the muscle-on-a-chip device after 7 days of integrated co-culture

Like the heart-on-a-chip device, the cells in the muscle-on-a-chip device were first differentiated in flow-through device (known as the differentiation phase) before integrating into the co-culture with the other devices (hereby referred to as the integration phase). The differentiation phase lasted 14 days, where c2c12 cells were cultured with myogenic induction media, which led to the condensation of cells around the pillars, and the formation of cell masses that are dense and opaque (Fig. 4.16). The device is then integrated with the other devices in the second integration phase, which is the same 7 days as the rest of the device. After 7 days of co-culture, it was observed that the condensation is reduced, accompanied by the formation of some myotubes across the two pillars. This reversal of condensation of the c2c12 cells could be due to the change in culture condition, as the integrative media used was not myogenic induction media, but rather cardiomyocyte differentiation media.

At the end of the integration phase, a live/dead assay was performed, showing high viability (~95%) of the cells in the muscle tissue, with few dead cell interspersed across the construct. Successful differentiation of the c2c12 cells was also confirmed with positive immunofluorescent staining of desmin and MF20, both of which are muscle markers. Additionally, we also observed the formation of multi-nucleated myotubes, denoting that the c2c12 cells fused to form functional myotubes.
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4.6. Conclusions

Here we show the integration of many organ-on-a-chip systems in a modular fashion is viable for short periods of time. Each organ-on-a-chip system, after integration, continues to maintain its phenotype throughout this period of time. We also show that such systems can not only be used as connected separate bioreactors, but also as a platform on which migration, proliferation and differentiation of cells can be studied. Such systems can also be used to probe organ-organ communication, or study the effects of systemic conditions such as inflammation on many organs. This can also be used to study cancer metastasis, to see how cancer cells can migrate from tissue and then anchor themselves onto substrates for other tissues and form a secondary tumor at distant sites. In the future, these devices can even be used to promote personalized medicine, allowing us to tailor drug regiments to individuals to provide better healthcare.
4.7. Figures

Figure 4.1: Schematic for integrating multiple organ-on-a-chip devices

In our setup, media is drawn in from a reservoir by a peristaltic pump and channeled firstly through the liver, following by the heart, cancer, and muscle in that order, before finally getting cycled back into the reservoir.
Figure 4.2: Actual set up of the integrated system

The actual set up mirrors our schematic, where media is drawn out from the reservoir and then pumped into a series of chips before it is being cycled back into the reservoir again.
Figure 4.3: Close-up of one of the organ-on-a-chip devices within the series of devices

A close up, magnified picture of the organ-on-a-chip device. Each device measures 75 x 25mm, with a cylindrical culture chamber measuring 1.2 cm wide, 80 μm tall. The space of the whole chip occupies a volume of approximately 5-10 μL.
Figure 4.4: Bulk flow rate within the device

The flow rate of the chips ranges between 1-20 μL/min depending on how many chips were used and the setting on the peristaltic pump. As the number of chips increases, the total flow rate across all the chips decreases due to the increased resistance to the fluid flow. There was also no qualitative difference for settings less than 10 on the peristaltic pump.
Figure 4.5: Velocity profile of the flow as determined by PIV

The velocity flow profile within each of the 5 chips, for when 5 chips are connected in series to the peristaltic pump. Due to the nature of the pump, there are large fluctuations in the velocity of the fluid in the first chip, that synchronizes with the rate at which the pump is cycling. As the fluid flows through the rest of the chips, the fluctuations become more attenuated and by chip 4 and 5, become almost a straight line.
Figure 4.6: Brightfield images of encapsulated Huh7 cells growing for 7 days in the integrated device

Huh7 cells were observed to be lengthening width-wise and migrating to the edge of the GelMA hydrogel (indicated using red dotted lines). Some of the lengthening cells are indicated with the orange arrow heads. Scale bar denotes 100 µm
Figure 4.7: Fluorescent images depicting the viability of the liver constructs after 7 days in the integrated system.

Live cells are stained green, while dead cells are stained red. Huh7 cells were seen to be mostly viable in the GelMA construct after 7 days of integrated culture with the cardiac, muscle and cancer tissue. Scale bar denotes 100 μm.
Figure 4.8: Brightfield image of the cardiac strips after 7 days of integrated culture with the other organ-on-a-chip platforms.

Brightfield image of the 2D cardiac strips in the organ-on-a-chip platform. There were no observable differences in the morphology of the strip throughout the 7 days of integrated culture. Scale bar depicts 200 μm
Figure 4.9: Fluorescent images depicting the viability of the iPSC derived cardiomyocyte strips after 7 days in the integrated system.

A live/dead assay was performed that stained live cells green and dead cells red. The iPSC derived cardiomyocytes were the least viable of the integrated devices, with a viability of approximately 85%-90% after 7 days of integrated culture with the liver-, muscle- and cancer-on-a-chip device. Scale bar denotes 100 μm.
Figure 4.10: Immunofluorescent staining for cardiac markers in the heart-on-a-chip device after 7 days of integrated culture with the other organ-on-a-chip platforms.

The cardiac cell strips were fixed and stained with immunofluorescent antibodies to show positive staining for α-actinin, and connexin-43, markers for sarcomeric formation and gap function formation respectively. Scalebar denotes 100 μm.
Figure 4.11: Beating frequency of the cardiac strips on the heart-on-a-chip platform

2D cardiac strips were observed to be beating (~0.5 Hz) in the culture.
Figure 4.12: Beating frequency of the cardiac strips on the heart-on-a-chip platform

2D cardiac strips were observed to be beating at a frequency of ~0.6 Hz in the culture before integration. After integration, the frequency fell to ~0.3 at day 1 and was undetected at day 2. However, the cells started beating again from day 3 to day 7 at a constant frequency of ~0.5 Hz.
Figure 4.13: Brightfield images of MCF7 Spheroid growing for 7 days under the integrated culture with other organ-on-a-chip platforms.

Bright field images of the growing MCF7 Spheroids are presented at days 1, 3, 5 and 7 of the integrated culture with the other organ-on-a-chip platforms. Scale bar denotes 75 μm.
Figure 4.14: Brightfield and fluorescent images depicting the viability of the encapsulated cancer spheroid after 7 days under the integrated culture condition.

The MCF7 spheroid remained largely viable after 7 days in the integrated system. The brightfield images taken as a reference. Scale bar denotes 100 µm
Figure 4.15: Plotting the growth of the MCF7 cancer spheroids during 7 days of culture under the integrated culture condition.

The MCF7 spheroids continued growing over the 7 days of integrated culture with the other organ-on-a-chip platforms.
Figure 4.16: Bright field images of c2c12 cells growing and differentiating for the first 14 days as an independent muscle on chip platform, and the for 7 days in the integrated culture with other organ-on-a-chip platforms.

Bright field images of c2c12 cells growing, and then condensing into thick bundles as they start to differentiate and form myotubes (day 1-14). After 7 days in the integrated culture with organ-on-a-chip platforms, the thick bundles appear to have been reversed. Scale bar denotes 200 μm.
Figure 4.17: Fluorescent images depicting the viability of the muscle tissue after 7 days under the integrated culture condition.

The c2c12 muscle tissue remained largely viable after 7 days in the integrated system. Scale bar denotes 200 μm
Figure 4.18: Immunofluorescent staining for myo- markers in the muscle-on-a-chip device after 7 days of integrated culture with the other organ-on-a-chip platforms.

The c2c12 cells wrapped around the pair of pillars was fixed and stained with immunofluorescent antibodies to show positive staining for desmin, and MF20, both markers for myogenic differentiation. Scale bar denotes 200 μm.
Chapter 5: Future Directions

In the second chapter of this thesis, I have investigated the relationship between cellular stresses and the element of control amongst pairs of cells. The findings from this study indicate that there is a cooperativity between pairs of cells whereby the cell that is not in control undergoes mechanical softening to allow for the cell that is in control to drag it along. We have defined the lack of control as being “stagnant” and being allowed to be pulled along. Further studies should try to unravel the missing link between how being “stagnant” can lead to softening of the cell body. Related studies have suggested that physical or mechanical signaling between cells can induce cytoskeletal modelling, which would be a key modulator of the cells own mechanical property. As one of the most important regulators of cellular stress is activated rho, we could use molecules to inhibit its activation, or silence it from the gene, which will lead to lowered stresses in the cell sheet. However, we can still quantify cellular stresses in these systems, which will help us first determine if stress is indeed the key modulator amongst physical deformation or mechanical forces. Additional studies can also target an increase in the complexity of the system, such as increasing the number of cells that are in the system from a pair to three cells, or four cells, and see if the additional number of cells will affect each other in the same way as if there were only two cells. Such experiments will grant us more insight into the pairwise signaling in cellular collectives, even when multiple cells come together to form a collective.

In the third chapter of this thesis, we discovered a relationship between the rigidity of the encapsulating hydrogel material, and the diffusion of small molecules in the center-most core of the encapsulated spheroid. Specifically, it was observed that the less rigid the
hydrogel material, the higher the diffusivity in the center of the hydrogel. We hypothesize that materials with a higher rigidity would exert a greater amount of stress against the expansion of the cancer, which could lower the diffusivity in the center of the cancer mass. In future experiments, we could utilize computational or experimental techniques to measure the pressure within different regions of the spheroid, we can study the correlation of this pressure with changes in the diffusion coefficient in the spheroid. We can also use the microfluidic system to increase the pressure within the device, thereby artificially recapitulating an increase in the “interstitial fluid pressure”. With this, we can determine if an increase in interstitial fluid pressure can also induce the same decrease in diffusivity as if the encapsulating substrate is of a higher rigidity. Depending on the outcome of this study, further experiments that probe the molecular implications of environmental mechanical stress can be conducted to determine how it affects diffusion on biological level.

In the last chapter of this thesis, we demonstrate a proof-of-concept integrated-multiple-organ-on-a-chip platform that maintains the viability and phenotypes of the cells used in each organ-on-a-chip. Additional studies that can be planned include the integration of more of different types of organ-on-a-chip platforms, which will include optimizing the media composition to keep the cells viable. Different types of drugs with known in vivo properties and toxicities can also be tested in the platform, to see how the platform fares at recapitulating in vivo observations. We can also study how good the system is at recreating in vivo diseases and disorders such as cystic fibrosis by obtaining and culturing primary cells from a cystic fibrosis patient. We can then use known drugs to attenuate these phenotypes, to demonstrate how it can be used as a platform to test novel drug candidates
as well. Finally, induced pluripotent stem cells can also be utilized as a cell source for all the different organs, to create a fully integrated device that is specific and personalized. Such platforms can be used as a personalized test bed for different drugs or even drug candidates to evaluate their toxicity, and drug efficacy in the patient before administration.
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